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Soil moisture has been shown to be strongly coupled to many environmental processes. Satellite 

missions capable of global soil moisture retrieval have recently launched which will supply data 

to model these applications. Satellite missions will need to utilize in-situ soil moisture networks 

to calibrate and validate retrievals. This research evaluates two procedures in order to identify 

which produces the lowest probe measurement error. The dry-down procedure was superior to 

the wet-up procedure across all samples. This study is important to researchers who want to 

achieve the lowest possible soil moisture measurement error. This research also characterises 

spatial and temporal soil moisture variability within the Brightwater Creek watershed by using 

statistical and geo-statistical methods. Soil moisture spatial variability is controlled primarily by 

rainfall variability and mean soil wetness at the study scale with longer temporal autocorrelation 

in deeper layers. These results have importance for satellite calibration and validation missions 

as well as for model parameterization.  
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Chapter 1.0 - Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

Soil moisture is an important state variable that impacts environmental, hydrological, and 

atmospheric processes. More specifically, soil moisture spatial and temporal variability has 

gained interest due to its importance with respect to flood and drought prediction, weather and 

climate forecasting, land-atmospheric coupling, and biogeochemical cycling (Cho & Choi, 2014; 

Famiglietti & Wood, 1994; Koster et al., 2004; Norbiato et al., 2008). As the requirement for soil 

moisture measurements increases, global scale retrievals at short temporal intervals will need to 

be utilized. 

Two leading techniques of soil moisture retrieval vary considerably with respect to both 

spatial and temporal scale. Remote sensing has gained significant attention in recent years for its 

application to measure soil moisture globally. The Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) 

mission has demonstrated that accurate soil moisture products can be retrieved a scale of 43
2
 km

2
 

every two to three days (Kerr et al., 2010). The recently launched Soil Moisture Active Passive 

(SMAP) mission, will utilize a passive radiometer and an active RADAR retrieval to improve the 

spatial resolution while maintaining two to three day revisit periods (Entekhabi et al., 2010). 

Although the use of remote sensing has improved the ability to measure soil moisture globally, at 

improving spatial and temporal resolutions, ground based soil moisture measurements must be 

used to calibrate and validate remote sensing platforms (Bosch et al., 2006; Cosh et al., 2004; 

Famiglietti et al., 1999; Rowlandson et al., 2013). Point scale measurements of soil moisture, 

such as gravimetric sampling and capacitance/impedance probes, are the simplest and most 

accurate measurements to obtain. These measurements have traditionally been time consuming 

and expensive to gather due to the manual labour associated with obtaining samples. However, 

wireless technology has reduced the overall manual labour inputs associated with in-situ 
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monitoring, while technology costs continue to decrease (Bogena et al., 2007). In order to obtain 

accurate soil moisture measurements, calibrations are often recommended in order to account for 

site specific soil texture and bulk density (Cosh et al., 2005; Seyfried & Murdock, 2004). The 

goal of these calibrations is to reduce probe related measurement error to <0.04 m
3
m

-3
, which is 

the typical requirement for many remote sensing validation studies, as well as hydrologic and 

environmental applications (Crow et al., 2012; Entekhabi et al., 2010). Two practical calibration 

procedures, wet-up and dry-down, exist for in-situ network calibration within the literature (Leao 

et al., 2010; Quinones, Ruelle, & Nemeth, 2003; Seyfried et al., 2005; Young et al., 1997). Wet-

up calibration procedures involve wetting a soil sample from the top or bottom with a soil 

moisture sensor measuring soil dielectric and a balance measuring any change in mass due to 

water addition. The dry-down calibration procedure is very similar, but instead of measuring an 

increase of soil moisture through water addition, the soil sample begins the procedure saturated 

and is allowed to dry. Although a vast amount of literature exist in which calibration methods are 

utilized, an in-depth comparison between procedures to determine if one is superior has yet to be 

completed. It is critical to achieve the lowest possible measurement error from soil moisture 

sensors in order to accurately calibrate and validate remote sensing platforms. It is therefore one 

of the objectives of this thesis is to assess which calibration procedure, wet-up or dry-down, 

achieves the lowest possible measurement error for a commonly utilized soil moisture sensor.   

Understanding the spatial and temporal variability of soil moisture is important for 

several hydrological, environmental and agricultural applications in addition to upscaling and 

downscaling techniques associated with remote sensing retrievals. Typically soil moisture 

variability is characterized by employing descriptive statistics and geostatistics (Cho and Choi, 

2014). Descriptive statistics such as standard deviation and coefficient of variation have been 
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utilized to characterize soil moisture spatio-temporal variability across different scales. 

Typically, as Western & Bloschl (1999), and later Famigliett et al. (2008) demonstrated, soil 

moisture variability increases with increasing areal extent. In addition to increasing spatial scale, 

mean soil water content has also been demonstrated to affect soil moisture variability. While 

studies have demonstrated that soil moisture variability peaks at intermediate soil moisture 

values (~15%)(Brocca et al., 2010; Famiglietti et al., 2008; Zucco et al., 2014), other studies 

have observed lower variability in drier soil conditions (Hawley et al., 1983), whereas Hupet and 

Vanclooster (2002) observed higher variability at lower soil moisture values. Understanding how 

these relationships develop can be used to minimize uncertainty when undertaking upscaling and 

downscaling of remote sensing products or model parametrization associated with soil moisture 

variability (Famiglietti et al., 2008).  

Temporal autocorrelation through the soil profile was evaluated by De Lannoy et al. 

(2006) within a small agricultural research plot. De Lannoy et al. (2006) demonstrated that 

temporal autocorrelation values were largest in deeper soil layers compared to upper soil layers, 

which was attributed to atmospheric factors such as precipitation and evaporation. It is important 

to understand the soil moisture relationships through the soil column as these complex 

relationships can be critical when parameterizing environmental, climate, and hydrologic 

modelling applications. Understanding how soil moisture is spatially autocorrelated is also 

important to modelling applications. Knowing the distance at which point soil moisture values 

are still autocorrelated is useful in determining where measurements should be taken to best 

represent the areal domain in question. Authors such as De Lannoy et al. (2006) and Li et al. 

(2013) utilized variogram analysis to determine spatial correlation structure and the degree of 

spatial autocorrelation through different seasons and multiple soil depths. De Lannoy et al. 
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(2006) found that average correlation length decreases with an increase in depth within the soil 

column. Li et al. (2013) demonstrated that the correlation length increased with increasing depth 

in the spring and summer months, but decreases with depth in the autumn months. The 

correlation length differences associated with depth and season were attributed to dynamic water 

tables and complex subsurface hydrology.  

Several studies have assessed soil moisture spatial and temporal variability at different 

scales and time frames (Brocca et al., 2012; Molina et al., 2014; Petrone et al., 2004; Zucco et 

al., 2014). Rosenbaum et al. (2012) studied soil moisture variability intensively within a small 

forested catchment with measurement points separated by less than 100 meters, and high 

temporal resolution. Other studies by Famigliett et al. (2008) and Cosh et al. (2004) evaluated the 

spatial and temporal variability of soil moisture at catchment scales encompassing hundreds of 

square kilometers, with intensive sampling days or short duration temporary soil moisture 

stations. Although there has been many studies evaluating soil moisture variability across scales, 

few have attempted to assess spatio-temporal variability at the regional scale (100 – 10 000 km
2
) 

utilizing high spatial and temporal resolution (Brocca et al., 2012). Studies typically consist of 

either high spatial resolution with intensive sampling or low spatial resolution with extended 

sampling periods. In addition, few studies have evaluated spatio-temporal soil moisture 

variability at the regional scale in a northern Prairie environment.  

1.2 Research Aim and Objectives 

The purpose of this research is to utilize an in-situ soil moisture network to assess the 

spatial and temporal soil moisture variability as a function of mean soil wetness conditions and 

depth in an experimental watershed located in central Saskatchewan, Canada.  
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Specifically, there are two main objectives that will be undertaken:  

1. Determine the superior procedure to calibrate all soil moisture sensors to ensure high 

accuracy of soil moisture measurements. 

2. Assess the spatial and temporal soil moisture variability within the Brightwater Creek 

Watershed using soil moisture measurements from the 2014 field season. 

1.3 Thesis Outline 

 This thesis will be organized in the following order. Chapter 2 contains a peer-reviewed 

journal entitled “Laboratory Calibration Procedures of the Hydra Probe Soil Moisture Sensor: 

Infiltration Wet-Up vs. Dry-Down” which was completed to evaluate two different procedures 

for calibrating a soil moisture sensor to ensure high measurement accuracy. This journal article 

was authored by Travis Burns, Justin Adams, and Aaron Berg and was published in Vadose 

Zone Journal, December 2014. Chapter 3 contains a manuscript to be submitted entitled 

“Regional scale spatio-temporal variability of soil moisture in Saskatchewan, Canada”. This 

article assesses how the spatial and temporal variability of soil moisture changes in a Prairie 

environment at the regional scale. Chapter 4 contains the research summary, conclusion and 

suggestions for further research based on the key findings of this thesis. 
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Chapter 2.0 - Laboratory Calibration Procedures for the Hydra Probe Soil 

Moisture Sensor: Infiltration Wet-up vs. Dry-down 
 

Abstract 

Impedance probes are popular electromagnetic soil moisture monitoring devices used for a 

variety of applications, but require site specific calibrations to provide accurate measurements. 

Several calibration techniques have been reported in the literature, although laboratory-based 

procedures involving wet-up (via upward/downward infiltration) and dry-down are commonly 

performed for permanently installed sensors. Wet-up calibrations can be completed substantially 

faster (< 1 day) than dry-down calibrations (i.e. 1-2 weeks), but it is uncertain which technique is 

preferable to provide the most accurate calibration. The objective of this study is to compare 

between the results obtained from laboratory based infiltration wet-up and dry-down calibrations 

of the Stevens Hydra Probe soil moisture sensor. Soil samples for this study were obtained from 

agricultural sites in Saskatchewan, Canada at depths of 5, 20 and 50 cm over a variety of textural 

compositions. Results demonstrate that utilizing either infiltration wet-up (according to the 

procedure in this study) or dry-down procedures provide accuracies of < 0.061 m
3
m

-3
 root mean 

square error (RMSE), which was superior to manufacturer calibration accuracy across all 

samples. However, superior calibration accuracies (i.e. lowest RMSE) were achieved using the 

dry-down procedure across all soil samples, resulting in a lower RMSE of between 0.01 to 0.04 

m
3
m

-3
 (at 95% confidence). A significant correlation (r-value = 0.61, ρ < 0.05) exists between 

the differences in infiltration wet-up and dry-down calibration RMSE’s and % clay. This 

suggests that the difference between the two procedures tested in this study is more significant in 

finer textured soils. The findings of this study indicate that the dry-down procedure produced the 
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lowest RMSE and is therefore the preferred calibration procedure, particularly for finer-textured 

soils. 

2.1 Introduction 

Physical measurements of near-surface to root-zone soil moisture are increasingly 

important for: i) development, evaluation and initialization of hydrological and climate forecast 

models (e.g. Alavi et al., 2011; McCoy et al., 2006), and; ii) satellite calibration/validation (Crow 

et al., 2012). In-situ networks have been established world-wide in support of these objectives, 

and are commonly sited in agricultural regions (Dorigo et al., 2011). Network stations typically 

consist of permanently installed impedance probes at near-surface to root zone soil depths. The 

impedance probes acquire continuous measurements of soil dielectric permittivity at regular 

intervals (e.g. hourly). Dielectric measurements are converted to volumetric soil moisture 

according to a dielectric/soil water content calibration equation, following the theoretical basis 

outlined by Topp et al. (1980). The accuracy of the resulting soil moisture measurements are 

dependent upon the robustness of the calibration equation applied to the data. Crow et al. (2012) 

and Entekhabi et al. (2010b) explain the requirement for obtaining in-situ measured soil moisture 

at < 0.04 m
3
m

-3 
root mean square error (RMSE) of true water content for many hydrologic, 

climate and agricultural applications. However, it has been demonstrated that dielectric/soil 

water content relationships vary as a function of soil factors, including textural composition and 

bulk density (e.g. Seyfried and Murdock, 2004). Consequently, it is generally recommended that 

soil (site and depth) specific calibration equations are developed for impedance probes installed 

over a network (Logsdon et al., 2008). Applying a general calibration equation may result in soil 

moisture measurement accuracy that exceeds the 0.04 m
3
m

-3
 RMSE target (Vaz et al., 2013). 
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A wide range of research has been undertaken that describes soil moisture sensor 

calibration procedures and reports results of sensor evaluations. Much of this research is specific 

to calibrating portable impedance probes when used to repeatedly sample soil moisture over 

varying spatial extents (e.g. Cosh et al., 2005). Field-calibrations are typically developed for 

these data using repeated co-located gravimetric samples (as truth) regressed with dielectric 

measurements from the impedance probe (Rowlandson et al., 2013). However, it is impractical 

to collect an adequate number of co-located gravimetric samples for calibrating buried sensors, 

particularly those beyond near-surface depths (Palecki and Bell, 2013). Laboratory based 

procedures are instead used to calibrate permanently installed impedance sensors. This is done to 

ensure that a dielectric/soil water content calibration relationship can be developed over a full 

range of soil water content conditions potentially encountered at each sensor installation point.  

Three laboratory-based procedures have been described in the literature for soil moisture 

sensor calibration: i) ‘mixed-cell’; ii) ‘wet-up’; iii) ‘dry-down’. The common strategy reported 

for these procedures is that an impedance probe is inserted vertically into a soil sample to obtain 

dielectric measurements, which are regressed with gravimetrically determined water content. The 

mixed cell procedure (e.g. Hook and Livingston, 1996; Hu et al., 2010; Seyfried et al., 2005; Vaz 

et al., 2013) involves adding water to an oven dried soil, then thoroughly mixing to generate an 

even water content distribution. The soil moisture sensor is re-inserted into the soil after each 

water addition/mixing step to obtain a dielectric measurement. This process is repeated until 

enough data points are obtained to represent a range of soil water contents. The wet-up (or 

‘infiltration addition’) procedure was initially proposed by Young et al. (1997). The advantage of 

using this procedure is that it is relatively rapid and does not require evenly mixing the sample to 

achieve homogenous soil water content throughout, which is often impractical among fine-
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textured soils (i.e. clay). However, a key difference exists between wet-up procedures reported in 

the literature. Wet-up procedures that involve continuously introducing a controlled amount of 

water into a soil sample from the top are considered ‘infiltration’, such as reported by  

Champagne et al. (2010) and Quinones et al. (2003). In contrast, wet-up procedures that 

introduce water from the bottom of the soil sample are considered ‘upward infiltration’, as 

reported by Seyfried et al. (2005), Young et al. (1997), and Leao et al. (2010). Regardless, during 

wet-up procedures an impedance probe remains installed in the soil sample throughout the 

wetting process, recording continuous dielectric measurements over the range of dry to wet-end 

soil water conditions. The dry-down procedure is a modification of the wet-up design, where the 

soil sample is initially wetted to saturation then allowed to naturally dry via evaporation and/or 

drainage (e.g. Bosch, 2004; Huang et al., 2004). The dry-down calibration is determined from 

continuous dielectric measurements over a range of wet to dry-end conditions.  

It is important to understand the merits and limitations of each laboratory based 

procedure, yet, to our knowledge, a direct comparison of results obtained from infiltration wet-up 

and dry-down procedures has not been completed. The mixed cell procedure is likely more 

useful for specifically comparing sensors or testing the validity of existing calibrations, rather 

than developing new site specific calibrations. For example, Vaz et al. (2013) exploit this 

procedure to evaluate various commercially available electronic soil moisture sensors and their 

respective manufacturer provided calibrations. The principle shortcoming of using this procedure 

for developing site specific calibrations is that it results in a modified bulk density for each 

dielectric measurement. Logsdon et al. (2008) and Seyfried et al. (2005) explain that preserving a 

constant bulk density is preferable for ensuring an accurate calibration equation. In addition, this 

is more representative of permanently installed sensors, which record measurements over a range 
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of soil water content, but at a constant bulk density. For this reason, it is asserted that wet-up or 

dry-down procedures are preferred for site specific calibrations. However, a potential 

disadvantage of these procedures is that the calibration is inherently subjected to the presence of 

small (centimeter scale) wetting or drying fronts that result in non-uniform soil measurement 

conditions, regardless of the choice of sensor orientation relative to a soil medium (horizontal or 

vertical) (Evett et al., 2006; Logsdon et al., 2010). The main practical consideration when 

choosing between wet-up or dry-down procedures is the time associated with completing each 

calibration. A wet-up calibration is considered rapid because it can be completed relatively 

quickly (< 1 day), whereas a dry-down calibration may take > 1-2 weeks depending on the soil 

type and volume of the soil sample.    

The objective of this study is to compare between the results obtained from infiltration 

wet-up and dry-down calibrations performed for the Stevens Hydra Probe sensor, hereafter 

referred to as the Hydra Probe (Stevens Water Monitoring Systems Inc, 2006). The Hydra Probe 

is widely deployed as part of major Government/University operated soil moisture monitoring 

networks over North America, including; NOAA US Climate Reference Network (Bell et al., 

2013), USDA Soil and Climate Analysis Network (Schaefer et al., 2007), Environment 

Canada/University of Guelph network in Brightwater Creek watershed, Saskatchewan 

(Champagne et al., 2010), and Agriculture and Agri-food Canada’s national monitoring networks 

(Adams et al., 2015). Despite the wide-spread deployment of this sensor over major networks, 

and the critical importance of developing highly accurate in-situ soil moisture datasets, there is 

no documented consensus on best practices for sensor calibration. This study compares the 

laboratory based infiltration wet-up and dry-down calibration procedures to help other 
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researchers and/or network managers better understand the strength and weaknesses of these site 

specific calibrations.   

2.2 Materials and Methods 

2.2.1 Stevens Hydra Probe II SDI-12 Soil Moisture Sensor 

The Hydra Probe has four 5.7 cm long measurement tines (0.3 cm diameter) extending 

from a cylindrical shaped instrument head. The plan-view diameter of this configuration is 

approximately 3 cm. Logsdon and Hornbuckle (2006) estimate that at least 50% of the soil 

measurement is contained within a 3 cm radius of the central tine. Field and laboratory based 

evaluations have shown that minimal inter-sensor measurement variability exists between Hydra 

Probe equipment (Seyfried et al., 2005; Vaz et al., 2013).  

The Hydra Probe tines measure dielectric permittivity of soils using principles of 

frequency domain reflectometry (Stevens Water Monitoring Systems Inc, 2006). The theoretical 

principles of water content determination using this technology are outlined by Campbell (1990). 

During Hydra Probe operation, a voltage e is applied to the soil volume contained by the 

measurement tines. The reflected voltages are measured by the probe tines and this difference in 

impedance is related to the dielectric permittivity (εr) of the soil volume using internal 

manufacturer conversions. The εr
 
of a soil medium is complex, and is defined by real (εrʹ) and 

imaginary (εrʺ) components. The εrʹ of water is distinct from solid soil constituents and air. 

Changes in water content affect the εrʹ of soil by influencing the capacitance (electrical charge) 

of soil. The εrʺ is a loss factor attributed to molecular relaxation and electrical conduction of the 

soil. The magnitude of (εr’’):(εr’) is defined as the loss tangent (tanδ) of the measured soil 
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medium. The tanδ has been shown to be affected by salinity and the presence of exchangeable 

ions (Robinson et al., 2003). Most calibration equations are based directly on the relationship 

between εrʹ and soil water content. Using the square root of εrʹ creates a linear association with 

water content (Logsdon et al., 2008). However, measurements of tanδ are also valuable for 

identifying spurious sensor observations in an operational dataset (Dorigo et al., 2013). Large tanδ 

values indicate that a sensor is incorrectly reporting εr’ and, therefore, will deviate from an 

expected soil water content calibration relationship. Seyfried and Murdock (2004) demonstrated 

that the accuracy of εr’ significantly decreases when tanδ is above 1.45. 

Manufacturer calibrations are supplied with the Hydra Probe for Loam, Clay, Silt, and 

Sand textural classes. The regression coefficients of the ‘Loam’ calibration are derived from a 

range of soil conditions, and this setting is considered to be the most readily applicable 

dielectric/soil water content calibration for simple usage (Seyfried et al., 2005). In particular, this 

setting is suggested for use by the manufacturer when the textural properties of a sampled soil 

are unknown (Stevens Water Monitoring Systems Inc, 2006). However, it has been shown using 

field and laboratory evaluations that these general manufacturer supplied calibrations often result 

in unacceptable accuracy (> 0.04 m
3
m

-3
) (Bosch, 2004; Seyfried et al., 2005; Vaz et al., 2013). 

Significant variability in Hydra Probe response can be observed for soil samples within the same 

texture category, particularly for clay soils, due to varying bulk densities and electrical 

conductivity (Seyfried and Murdock, 2004). For this reason, site specific calibrations are 

recommended over the manufacturer supplied calibrations to ensure greater accuracy in soil 

water content measurement (Stevens Water Monitoring Systems Inc, 2006).  
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Table 2.1. Soil texture fractions for soil samples used in laboratory calibrations. 

Site Soil Depth 

(cm) 

Sand % Silt % Clay % Soil Texture 

1 5 39.8 52.19 8.01 Silt loam 

 20 27.15 56.17 16.68 Silt loam 

 50 33.36 34.60 32.04 Clay loam 

2 5 10.59 48.28 41.13 Silty clay 

 20 4.88 61.70 33.42 Silty clay loam 

 50 4.01 52.03 43.96 Silty clay 

3 5 10.46 63.65 25.89 Silt loam 

 20 5.54 44.32 50.14 Silty clay 

 50 16.26 51.12 32.62 Silty clay loam 

4 5 39.02 31.19 29.79 Clay loam 

 20 29.71 16.41 53.88 Clay 

 50 62.82 29.99 7.19 Sandy loam 

5 5 33.63 60.57 5.80 Silt loam 

 20 27.95 56.62 15.43 Silt loam 

 50 24.90 39.49 35.61 Clay loam 

6 5 54.50 34.11 11.40 Sandy loam 

 20 51.41 44.26 4.33 Sandy loam 

 50 43.37 32.67 23.96 Loam 

 

2.2.2 Description of Soil Samples 

Soil cores were collected from agricultural fields located in central Saskatchewan, 

Canada, approximately centered at 51.39
o
E, 106.42

o
W (for further details of this study area, refer 

to Champagne et al., 2010 or Magagi et al., 2013). The soil cores were collected from vertical 

profiles in fields that are part of an existing soil moisture network (Champagne et al., 2010). At 

six independent field locations, soil cores were collected at depths of 5, 20 and 50 cm (18 soil 

samples total). This sampling strategy was intended to capture a variety of soil types and textural 

compositions. During sample collection, a pit was excavated to a depth of at least 50 cm to 

ensure that an undisturbed face of a soil wall was available to extract a soil core.  A soil core of 

analogous size of the Hydra Probe measurement volume was used. The soil cores were placed in 

a plastic zip-topped bag and transported to laboratory for analysis. The soil cores were initially 

dried in a soils oven for 48 hours at 105
o
C (Parent and Caron, 1993). Dry bulk density of the 
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cores was then measured by dividing the oven dry soil mass by the volume of the soil core 

(Parent and Caron, 1993). The texture of each soil core was determined using the pipette based 

methodology as described by Sheldrick and Wang (1993). A range of soil texture properties were 

captured over the 18 soil samples and considerable variation is evident among soils from 

different depths in the same vertical profile due to soil horizons (Table 2.1).  

 

Figure 2.1. Configuration of laboratory calibration experiment. 
 

2.2.3 Calibration Procedure 

A laboratory based calibration was conducted twice for each of the 18 soil samples 

(Figure 2.1). The oven dry soils were packed into glass beakers at a density as similar as possible 

to the observed field bulk density. A Hydra Probe was completely inserted into the soil core 

(vertically) ensuring that the probe tines did not touch the bottom or side of the glass beaker and 

that the base of the instrument head was firmly positioned at the soil surface. The probe was 

connected to a data logger and measurements were continuously recorded at 15 minute intervals. 
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Raw voltages were recorded from the Hydra Probe, from which εr’, εr’’, soil temperature, and 

water fraction by volume (determined using the manufacturer ‘Loam’ calibration) were 

produced. The soil beaker was positioned on a balance that was connected to a computer, 

enabling continuous logging of soil weights (g) at 15 minute intervals to coincide with the Hydra 

Probe measurements. The balance has a manufacturer reported error of +/- 0.1 g (Mettler-Toledo, 

2000). At each of the 15 minute intervals the true volumetric water content 𝜃𝑣 (𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒) is 

determined as:  

 

    𝜃𝑣 (𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒) =
𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 (𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡)− 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 (𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑛 𝑑𝑟𝑦)

𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑜𝑖𝑙
           [1] 

 

For completion of the infiltration wet-up calibrations, two intravenous bags were used for 

the addition of distilled water to an oven dried soil sample at a controlled rate (Figure 2.1). This 

rate was determined to be suitable when the water was able to infiltrate into the soil without 

ponding, but varied according to textural differences of soil samples. The water drips from the 

two intravenous bags were directed at opposite ends of the soil surface to ensure that it did not 

drip on the measurement tines of the probe or down the edge of the beaker (Figure 2.1). This 

design promoted horizontally uniform soil wetting to occur. This process continued until the soil 

was visibly saturated (i.e. surface ponding of > 1 mm) and generally took 4 - 6 hours to 

complete. This exact infiltration wet-up design is similar to that reported by Champagne et al. 

(2010) and Quinones et al. (2003), but distinctly different from the procedures reported by 

Young et al. (1997), Leao et al. (2010) and Seyfried et al. (2005). The latter procedures rely on 

introducing water from the bottom of the soil container using either a system of hydraulic pumps, 

or immersing a soil sample into water (i.e. ‘upward infiltration’). It is not clear what effect 
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wetting soil from the bottom as opposed to the top of the container has on wet-up calibration 

results. Therefore, caution should be taken when extrapolating the findings of the infiltration 

wet-up procedure reported in this study. An expected advantage of the upward introduction of 

soil water, proposed by Young et al. (1997) is that there may be better control over the horizontal 

distribution of water introduced into the soil container.  

For the dry-down calibrations, the saturated soils were left to dry with the Hydra Probe 

and weigh scale measurements continuously recorded. A small fan was positioned near the soil 

beaker and a dehumidifier was placed within the laboratory to encourage evaporation. The 

procedure was complete when it was evident that water evaporation was no longer taking place 

as indicated by negligible changes on the balance. Overall, this process took substantially longer 

(10 - 14 days) than the infiltration wet-up process due to the slow rate of evaporation in a 

laboratory setting at a near constant air temperature (~20˚ C). Consequently, a larger volume of 

data points were recorded for this portion of the experiment, in contrast to the results of the 

infiltration wet-up calibration. 

The design of the wet-up and dry-down calibration procedures reported in this study, or 

in previous examples (e.g. Seyfried et al., 2005; Young et al., 1997), inherently subjects the 

Hydra Probe to measure εr’ over vertically distributed wetting and drying gradients within the 

soil container. Small gradients (centimeter scale) occur naturally in soils, especially near the soil 

surface, and may be more pronounced in drier conditions (Adams et al., 2013; Bosch et al., 

2006). The principles of Hydra Probe operation suggest that concerns over vertically positioning 

the sensor, as opposed to horizontal positioning, during calibration are minimal. Seyfried et al. 

(2005) explain that according to the operating frequency and sensor geometry of the Hydra Probe 

(50 MHz), εr’ is measured over an integrated depth (i.e. length of the Hydra Probe tines), 
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therefore, relating to an arithmetic average of water content within layered soil media. This 

arithmetic averaging is expected regardless of the vertical distribution of water content among 

the Hydra Probe sensor tines (Seyfried et al., 2005). Although the majority of permanently 

installed Hydra Probes are installed horizontally in the soil (Adams et al., 2015), it is less 

practical to calibrate the Hydra Probe in this configuration.  

Logsdon and Hornbuckle (2006) explain that the Hydra Probe measurements are 

primarily weighted toward the central measurement tine. A laboratory calibration of the Hydra 

Probe using a horizontal installation would be expected to result in εr’ observations that are less 

representative of the θv(true) conditions within the soil sample (as determined gravimetrically). 

This is because the horizontal tines will be less sensitive to changes in vertical water content 

gradients over the depth of the soil sample. Other researchers have noted that concerns over 

calibrating soil moisture sensors in layered media have greater validity for other commercially 

available sensors due to differences in operating frequency (Logsdon et al., 2010). 
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Table 2.2. Results of infiltration wet-up and dry-down calibration experiments. Difference in  

RMSE confidence calculated via bootstrap resampling (repeated over 1000 runs). 

 

† R
2
 for the equation is given in parentheses. 

‡ NA, not available; during the experiment, the loss tangent values frequently exceeded 1.45 and 

as a result, too many values had to be removed from the regression equation, which caused 

insufficient points for a calibration equation. 

 

2.2.4 Statistical Analysis 

Data were initially screened for obvious instances of sensor related measurement error. 

Data points that exceeded saturated conditions of each soil were not included in the 

determination of regression equations. Although saturated soils are likely to occur when probes 

are permanently installed in field soils, the goal of a laboratory calibration is to develop a well-

Site Soil 

Depth 

(cm)  

Laboratory developed 

calibration equations (R2) 

RMSE (m3m-3): 

Stevens Hydra Probe 

Factory Calibration  
Vs. True Volumetric 

Soil Moisture 

RMSE (m3m-3): 

Laboratory Calibration  

vs. True Volumetric  
Soil Moisture 

Difference in  

RMSE (m3m-3): 

 wet-up vs. dry-down 
calibration  

(95% Confidence) 

  Wet-up Dry-down Wet-up Dry-down Wet-up Dry-down  

1 5 y = 0.1193x - 0.2983 (0.96) y = 0.11x - 0.2519 (0.98) 0.078 0.070 0.026 0.011  0.010 to 0.020 

  20 y = 0.1307x - 0.3776 (0.93) y = 0.103x - 0.2231 (0.98) 0.103 0.067 0.033 0.011 0.017 to 0.028 

  50 y = 0.1143x - 0.3429 (0.88) y = 0.104x - 0.2822 (0.97) 0.144 0.125 0.046 0.018 0.020 to 0.039 

2       5 y = 0.0884x - 0.1887 (0.88) y = 0.0817x - 0.1067 (0.98) 0.126 0.044 0.050 0.011 0.034 to 0.042 

  20 y = 0.0816x - 0.1397 (0.94) y = 0.0927x - 0.1852 (0.98) 0.106 0.075 0.030 0.012 0.015 to 0.023 

  50 y = 0.0868x - 0.1589 (0.85) y = 0.1017x - 0.2227 (0.97) 0.118 0.080 0.038 0.014 0.043 to 0.052 

3 5 y = 0.0940x - 0.1484 (0.95) y = 0.1196x - 0.2991 (0.98) 0.067 0.072 0.036 0.015 0.017 to 0.027 

  20 y = 0.0892x - 0.1092 (0.99) y = 0.1214x - 0.3062 (0.97) 0.080 0.075 0.052 0.018 0.029 to 0.043 

  50 y = 0.0953x - 0.1956 (0.96) y = 0.1249x - 0.3768 (0.96) 0.085 0.126 0.028 0.016 0.001 to 0.021 

4 5 y = 0.1253x - 0.3483 (0.94) y = 0.1066x - 0.2459 (0.99) 0.099 0.076 0.034 0.014 0.011 to 0.029 

  20 y = 0.0965x - 0.2331 (0.90) y = 0.1011x - 0.2569 (0.99) 0.128 0.110 0.045 0.010 0.021 to 0.029 

  50 y = 0.0847x - 0.1811 (0.94) y = 0.0975x - 0.2414 (0.98) 0.129 0.107 0.034 0.012 0.020 to 0.035 

5 5 y = 0.1159x - 0.2787 (0.95) y = 0.1046x - 0.2025 (0.99) 0.076 0.039 0.031 0.009 0.017 to 0.026 

  20 y = 0.1083x - 0.1991 (0.95) y = 0.1076x - 0.2113 (0.99) 0.038 0.038 0.030 0.012 0.013 to 0.025 

  50 y = 0.0806x - 0.1577 (0.82) y = 0.0942x - 0.2263 (0.96) 0.144 0.105 0.061 0.019 0.034 to 0.035 

6 5 y = 0.1132x - 0.2447 (0.95) y = 0.1097x - 0.2263 (0.99) 0.056 0.046 0.028 0.011 0.012 to 0.022 

  20 y = 0.0886x - 0.2022 (0.91) y = 0.0816x - 0.1497 (0.88) NA NA NA NA NA 

  50 y = 0.1026x - 0.1455 (0.57) y = 0.0555x - 0.0869 (0.86) NA NA NA NA NA 
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fitted regression between known measurements. It was apparent from data examination that after 

the point of soil saturation, the mass on the balance continued to increase but probe 

measurements remained static. Keeping these values in a dataset destroys the otherwise linear 

association between √εrʹ and θv(true) as the additional water added to the soil surface does not 

increase probe measurements of εrʹ or actually increase θv. Sensor observations with a loss 

tangent above 1.45 were initially removed following the rationale suggested by Seyfried et al. 

(2005), and these removed data are assessed separately.  

For each of the 18 soil samples, a wet-up and dry-down calibration equation was 

developed by fitting a linear-regression equation (Table 2.2) θv(true) (derived from Eq. 1) (y-axis) 

and √εrʹ  (x-axis), defined by slope (m) and y-intercept (B): 

 

    𝜃 = 𝑚(√𝜀 𝑟′) + 𝐵             [2] 

 

Linearity of data was confirmed by visually assessing a histogram of regression residuals 

for each of the calibration equations. A normal distribution of the regression residuals indicates 

linearity and was present for all calibration data. The RMSE of each wet-up and dry-down 

calibration equation was determined by comparing the calibration produced soil water content to 

θv(true): 

 

                                        𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √
∑(𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑−𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑)2

𝑁
                  [3] 
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To account for differences in sample size between the wet-up and dry-down calibration 

datasets, a bootstrap resampling technique was used to construct statistical confidence intervals 

of the differences in RMSE for each of the 18 soil samples (Good, 2006). The bootstrapping was 

performed by randomly sampling 15 uniformly distributed data points from a dry-down 

calibration dataset and determining a new calibration equation and RMSE value for these sets of 

resampled data. This was repeated 1000 times and the original wet-up RMSE was subtracted 

from the 1000 new dry-down RMSE values. The ranked RMSE differences between the 25
th

 and 

975
th

 values form a 95% confidence interval of the difference in RMSE. In addition, the RMSE’s 

of the wet-up and dry-down calibrations, and the differences in wet-up and dry-down RMSE, 

were correlated with percent clay and sand texture fractions using the Pearson-Product Moment 

Correlation Coefficient (r-value) to evaluate whether calibration accuracy was influenced by soil 

texture fraction.   

Table 2.3. Pearson product moment correlation coefficients (r-value) between laboratory 

calibration RMSE’s and % sand/clay (soil texture) fractions. 
 

 % Clay texture fraction % Sand texture fraction 

Difference in infiltration wet-up vs. 

dry-down RMSE 

0.61* -0.25 

Infiltration wet-up calibration RMSE 0.66** -0.31 

Dry-down calibration RMSE 0.44 -0.32 

 
**significant at ρ < 0.01 

*significant at ρ < 0.05 
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Figure 2.2. Example of (a) infiltration wet-up calibration and (b) dry-down calibration from Site 

1 – 5 cm depth soil sample. 

 

2.3 Results 

2.3.1 Calibration Accuracy 

Infiltration wet-up and dry-down calibrations, based on regression of √εrʹ and θv(true), 

were produced for each of the 18 soil samples. Evaluations were unable to be completed for two 

of the soil samples due to high tanδ (Site 6: 20 and 50 cm depth samples). Comparison of water 

content generated with the Hydra Probe ‘Loam’ calibration to θv(true) results in RMSE’s ranging 

from 0.038 to 0.144 m
3
m

-3
 (Table 2.2). Of note, the ‘Loam’ calibration exceeded the targeted 

0.04 m
3
m

-3
 RMSE metric for the majority of the tested soil samples. Although other more 

specific soil texture settings are available from the manufacturer, ‘Loam’ was chosen because it 

is reported by the manufacturer to have the greatest range of applicability, particularly when soil 

type is unknown (Stevens Water Monitoring Systems Inc, 2006). This result demonstrates that 

the accuracy of a generalized calibration is outside the accepted range (0.04 m
3
m

-3
) for 

monitoring networks.  

In contrast to the manufacturer supplied ‘Loam’ calibration, site specific calibrations 

developed using the infiltration wet-up and dry-down procedures expectedly result in superior 
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calibration accuracies (i.e. lower RMSE) over all samples (Table 2.2). Each of the dry-down 

calibrations, and 11 of 16 infiltration wet-up calibrations resulted in a RMSE < 0.04 m
3
m

-3
. This 

suggests that the dry-down calibration procedure yields acceptable calibration accuracies for soil 

moisture measurements used in the development, evaluation and initialization of many 

hydrological and climate forecast models, and for satellite calibration/validation (Entekhabi et 

al., 2010a). The infiltration wet-up calibration RMSE’s range from 0.026 to 0.061 m
3
m

-3
 and the 

dry-down calibration RMSE’s range from 0.009 to 0.019 m
3
m

-3
. The RMSE values of these 

calibrations generally increase with depth, particularly for sites 1, 3, 4, and 5 (Table 2.2).  

2.3.2 Comparison of Infiltration Wet-up and Dry-down Calibrations 

Comparisons between the infiltration wet-up and dry-down laboratory calibrations 

developed for each soil sample show that the dry-down procedure consistently produces superior 

(lower) RMSE (Table 2.2). The mean difference in RMSE’s between wet-up and dry-down 

calibrations is 0.024 m
3
m

-3
. The largest absolute difference in RMSE is 0.042 m

3
 m

-3
 (Site 5 – 50 

cm depth), and the smallest difference in RMSE is 0.012 m
3
m

-3
 (Site 3 – 50 cm).  

However, the dry-down procedure resulted in a much larger volume of data points due to 

the longer time required to conduct this portion of the experiment. To ensure a statistically robust 

comparison between infiltration wet-up and dry-down calibrations a bootstrap resampling 

analysis was completed to account for unequal sample sizes (Table 2.2). All differences in 

infiltration wet-up and dry-down RMSE were found to be statistically significant at 95% 

confidence. Summarized in Table 2.3, the differences between infiltration wet-up and dry-down 

RMSE’s are significantly (ρ < 0.01) correlated with % clay texture fraction. There is also a 

significant correlation between the infiltration wet-up calibration RMSE’s and % clay texture 

fraction (ρ < 0.01), but not for the dry-down calibration RMSE’s.  
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2.4 Discussion 

The primary advantage of the infiltration wet-up calibration procedure is that it can be 

done quickly (< 1 day) relative to the dry-down procedure (10 – 14 days). Although the 

infiltration wet-up calibration accuracies were superior to manufacturer calibration accuracy, and 

11 of 16 infiltration calibration accuracies were within the 0.04 m
3
m

-3
 RMSE target, these 

accuracies were consistently inferior to the calibrations obtained from the dry-down procedure. 

Significantly less data points are produced from the infiltration wet-up procedure, however, the 

results of a bootstrap resampling analysis demonstrate that dry-down calibrations remain more 

accurate despite sample size. 

The significant correlations reported in Table 2.3 highlight a potential weakness of the 

infiltration wet-up procedure described in this study. During the infiltration wet-up procedure 

water enters the top of the soil sample from the IV drips positioned on opposite sides of the 

Hydra Probe (Figure 2.1). It is difficult to effectively control this rate to promote an even lateral 

distribution of water within the soil sample, particularly because only 2 water drips were used to 

introduce water. As soil water movement is slower in higher clay content soils (assuming no 

cracking), this likely contributes to the significant correlations between RMSE’s and percent clay 

texture fraction (Table 2.3). It is possible that water introduced at the top of the soil sample may 

not completely become laterally distributed among the 7 cm diameter of the sample container, 

especially directly beneath the soil covered by the 4 cm diameter of Hydra Probe (Figure 2.1).  

Although linearity of the regression relationships between √εrʹ and θv(true) was established 

prior to deriving the calibration equations, it is visually apparent from the scatter plots that there 

are instances of departure from linearity among the infiltration wet-up data in the mid-range of 

soil water contents (i.e. 0.15 to 0.25 m
3
m

-3
) (Figures 2.2 and 2.3). This is most obvious for the 
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soil samples with higher clay content. In contrast, during completion of the dry-down procedure, 

soils are left for a much longer period of time and the soil water can naturally equilibrate within 

the volume of the sample container.  

It is noted that the limitations encountered for the infiltration wet-up calibration in this 

study may not be present if utilizing an upward infiltration wet-up procedure. This is because an 

upward infiltration will avoid the problem of a ‘rain shadow’ caused due to the presence of the 

Hydra Probe (Adams et al., 2015).  The upward infiltration of water, as opposed to infiltration 

from 2 IV drips, encourages even lateral distribution of water within the soil sample. Improved 

understanding of possible differences between the upward infiltration procedure and the 

infiltration procedure reported in this study, in addition to directly comparing the upward 

infiltration wet-up procedure to the dry-down procedure, is needed.  

The choice of a vertical Hydra Probe calibration was made to be consistent with 

previously reported examples of laboratory based procedures (e.g. Champagne et al., 2010; 

Seyfried et al., 2005; Young et al., 1997), and field-based calibration procedures (e.g. Cosh et al., 

2005; Rowlandson et al., 2013). This contrasts with the widely accepted design standards for 

network stations, in which sensors are usually installed horizontally in soil profiles (Adams et al., 

2015). The disadvantage of carrying out a horizontal laboratory calibration is that it would 

require a larger volume soil container to be used in order to bury the Hydra Probe. This would 

expectedly result in less accurate calibrations because wetting or drying a larger soil sample 

would create even greater difficulty to ensure even lateral distribution during the wetting 

procedure, and would take longer to complete the drying procedure. Although the vertical 

installation inherently subjects the Hydra Probe to wetting and drying gradients, it is asserted that 
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this is preferred to ensure that the Hydra Probe observations are consistently representative of the 

dynamic water content within the soil sample (Seyfried et al., 2005).  

An issue that was encountered during data quality assurance was the presence of high 

tanδ, specifically at Site 6. For both the infiltration wet-up and dry-down procedures, the tanδ 

exceeded 1.45 for the majority of the data points, preventing development of a reliable 

calibration equation. Data points > 1.45 tanδ were removed following Seyfried et al. (2005) as it 

is suspected that tanδ above this threshold represent spurious dielectric observations, reducing 

calibration quality and increasing probe related error (Dorigo et al., 2013; Seyfried et al., 2005). 

The effect of high tanδ on the relationship between √εrʹ and θv(true) is illustrated in Figure 2.3, in 

which it is evident that significant departures from linearity are present. Distinct “spirals” are 

present where some of the data points arc away from the expected linear association between √εrʹ 

and θv(true). Inspection of the raw data shows that at the points of spiraling, the εrʺ value 

dramatically increases, resulting in an increase of tanδ. The tanδ for the data points where the 

spiraling occurs range from 5.06 to 8.66, well above the recommended value of 1.45 (Seyfried et 

al., 2005), suggesting that this is a conservative threshold. The εrʺ has been shown to be greatly 

affected by both clay rich soil (Palecki and Bell, 2013) and solutes such as salts (Topp et al., 

2000). However, the clay texture fractions of Site 6 – 20 and 50 cm depth samples were only 

4.33% and 23.96%, respectively. Although it was not directly measured as part of this study, it is 

unlikely that these samples experienced dielectric loss due to the large cation exchange capacity 

associated with clay particles when the clay fraction of these soils were relatively low. Across all 

of the 18 soil samples, tanδ values above 1.45 were observed, predominantly at the wet-ends of 

the dataset (e.g. > 0.25 m
3
m

-3
). This supports that soil samples contained soluble salts or 
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exchangeable ions because these are more likely to become mobilized in response to higher 

water content (Seyfried et al., 2005). 

The presence of soil salinity is a major challenge when attempting to create a robust 

calibration for the Hydra Probe. Cations dissolved in solution affect the εrʺ, and indirectly the εrʹ, 

by inhibiting the polarization orientation of the water molecules. Stevens Water Monitoring 

Systems Inc (2006) states that salts and exchangeable ions should not affect the Hydra Probe 

when the soil is dry, but may affect measurement when the salts become suspended in solution, 

which is consistent with the observations in this study. Measurements of soil moisture in saline 

and/or clay rich soils are often necessary, but exemplified by the soil samples from Site 6, 

developing reliable calibrations for these soils can be challenging.  

Figure 2.3. Effect of a large loss tangent (infiltration wet-up – left; dry-down – right) on the 

calibration equation for a soil sample from the 50-cm depth at Site 6, using the real dielectric 

permittivity r. 

 

 Accurate calibrations (RMSE < 0.04 m
3
m

-3
) are demonstrated using the laboratory based 

procedures in this study, however, potential issues may arise in applying these calibrations to 

field measurements. During the laboratory procedures, the Hydra Probe was subjected to 

complete saturation, followed by an uninterrupted dry-down. However, field conditions may 
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produce fast wetting of the soil, or extended periods of wet/dry gradients around the Hydra Probe 

measurement tines. During these conditions, it is unlikely that the dry-down equations would be 

as accurate as reported in this study. However, switching to the equations developed from the 

infiltration wet-up experiments during these conditions may not be desirable as procedurally the 

infiltration wet-up experiment was prone to greater potential error due to non-uniform wetting as 

described above. Field soils may also demonstrate hysteretic behavior, which could affect the 

way the Hydra Probe records εrʹ over multiple wetting and drying cycles. It is uncertain what 

effects hysteresis had on our experiment as the soil sample was only subjected to one complete 

sequence of wetting and drying. Improving understanding of the effect of hysteresis on Hydra 

Probe measurement of soil water needs further study. 

During this study, soil cores were repacked into laboratory beakers to closely 

approximate the observed field bulk density. Doing this would have altered the structure of the 

original soil resulting in a loss of accuracy in the calibration. Leao et al. (2010) compared 

calibrations carried out on undisturbed and disturbed soil, and concluded that the calibration 

accuracy was reduced by disturbing the soil structure. These researchers reported this as a 2.55% 

reduction in the mean absolute error of 0.0177 cm
3
cm

-3
 for the soils included in their study. We 

suggest that further work on calibrating the Hydra Probe be carried out on undisturbed soil cores 

taken from as close as practically possible to where the Hydra Probe is or will be located in the 

field. 

2.5 Conclusion 

Researchers have widely adopted the use of impedance probes, such as the Hydra Probe, 

for continuous soil water content monitoring at permanently installed network stations. 

Obtaining accurate soil moisture measurements at these locations will require site specific 
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calibration in order to assess absolute water content values over space and time. In this study, 

Hydra Probe calibrations were produced using infiltration wet-up and dry-down laboratory 

procedures to assess which procedure produces superior results. A bootstrapping technique was 

applied to determine statistical significance in infiltration wet-up vs. dry-down RMSE to account 

for unequal sample sizes. The bootstrapping analysis confirmed that the dry-down calibration 

produced a lower RMSE between 0.01 to 0.04 m
3
m

-3 
(at 95% confidence). A significant positive 

correlation (r-value = 0.61, 𝑝 < 0.05) is also obtained between the difference in infiltration wet-

up and dry-down RMSE and percent clay texture fraction. Overall, our findings demonstrate that 

the dry-down procedure results in statistically superior calibration accuracies compared to the 

infiltration wet-up procedure, especially for higher clay content soils. 

This study is of interest to the soil moisture monitoring community (McCoy et al., 2006), 

including researchers involved in utilizing networks for satellite validation activities such as the 

Soil Moisture Ocean Salinity (SMOS) and Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP) missions 

(Dorigo et al., 2011; Ochsner et al., 2013), who want the most accurate soil moisture 

measurements possible. Our results demonstrated that the site specific dry-down calibrations 

yielded RMSE values < 0.019 m
3
m

-3
, which are significantly less than both the ± 0.04 m

3
m

-3
 

target and the generalized manufacturer calibration values, which included a maximum value of 

0.144 m
3
m

-3
. While this study demonstrated the dry-down procedure can produce accurate 

calibrations, the full impacts of solutes, hysteresis, introducing water from the bottom to promote 

even lateral wetting of the soil, and loss of soil structure on calibration accuracy over a broader 

range of soils remains is needed. It is anticipated that future researchers will continue to examine 

the effects of soil characteristics and chemical properties on site specific calibrations as it relates 

to soil moisture monitoring.    
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Chapter 3.0 – Regional scale spatio-temporal variability of soil moisture in 

Saskatchewan, Canada 

 

Abstract 

Understanding the dynamics of spatial and temporal variability of soil moisture at the 

regional scale and daily interval, respectively, has important implications for remote sensing 

calibration and validation missions as well as environmental modelling applications. The spatio-

temporal variability of soil moisture was investigated in an agriculturally dominated region using 

an in situ soil moisture network located in central Saskatchewan, Canada. The study site 

evaluated three depths (5, 20, 50 cm) through 139 days producing a high spatial and temporal 

resolution data set. Processes affecting standard deviation at the 5 cm depth were different than 

at the 20 cm and 50 cm depths. Deeper soil measurements were well correlated through the field 

season. Further analysis demonstrated that lag time to maximum correlation between soil depths 

increased through the field season. Temporal autocorrelation was approximately twice as long at 

depth compared to surface soil moisture as measured by the e-folding frequency. Spatial 

correlation was highest under wet conditions caused by uniform rainfall events with low 

coefficient of variation. Overall soil moisture spatio-temporal variability was explained well by 

rainfall events and antecedent soil moisture conditions throughout the Kenaston soil moisture 

network. It is expected that the results of this study will support future remote sensing calibration 

and validation missions, data assimilation, as well as hydrologic model parameterization for use 

in the Canadian Prairies. 
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3.1 Introduction 

Soil moisture is a critical state variable that affects many hydrological, environmental, 

and agricultural systems. Soil moisture conditions are strongly coupled to rainfall events, 

especially in transitional areas between wet and dry climates (Koster et al., 2004). Soil moisture 

is used to forecast stream flow through antecedent soil moisture conditions (Berg and Mulroy, 

2006). Norbiato et al. (2008) demonstrated that soil moisture was a strong predictor for flood and 

drought conditions across different environments around the globe. Understanding initial soil 

moisture conditions is imperative for modelling aspects such as weather and climate forecasting, 

soil erosion, flood prediction and drought. Improved modelling of these hydrological processes 

relies on understanding the dominant processes controlling soil moisture spatial and temporal 

variability.  

To obtain global and regional patterns of soil moisture variability, remote sensing 

platforms must be utilized, however, incorporating these data are challenged by spatial and 

temporal resolution as well as the penetration depth of the satellite signal. For example, the 

sensor aboard the Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) satellite mission allows for an 

average spatial resolution of 43
2
 km

2
 with temporal resolution of 1 to 3 days (Kerr et al., 2010), 

while the recently launched Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP) satellite mission has a goal of 

producing a 9
2
 km

2
 global soil moisture product every 2 to 3 days (Entekhabi et al., 2010a). With 

respect to measurement depth, the retrieval of microwave satellite platforms is limited to the soil 

surface, approximately 0-5 cm (Jackson et al., 1996). 

The development and improvement of algorithms to more accurately understand soil 

moisture retrievals, and to assimilate these observations into models to obtain root zone soil 

moisture estimates depends on observation networks (Dorigo et al., 2011). In-situ networks have 
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the ability to evaluate soil moisture spatio-temporal variability, which is related to environmental 

processes and eventually utilized for modelling purposes. More specifically, utilizing an in-situ 

network to understand the soil moisture spatio-temporal variability can inform multiple 

prediction and forecasting applications such as weather and climate prediction (Teuling et al., 

2009), drought and flood forecasting (Norbiato et al., 2008), and streamflow modelling (Berg 

and Mulroy, 2006). Understanding how the soil moisture spatio-temporal variability evolves as a 

function of mean wetness and areal extent is also a significant component of remote sensing 

upscaling and downscaling techniques. A more in-depth knowledge of how soil moisture 

variability evolves through the field season with respect to mean wetness, rainfall variability and 

measurement depth will ultimately lead to more accurate upscaling and downscaling techniques 

(Brocca et al., 2010; Crow et al., 2012; Famiglietti et al., 2008). 

Several studies have investigated the effect that spatial scale has on soil moisture 

variability using descriptive statistics. Western & Bloschl (1999) demonstrated that as the extent, 

or the overall domain in which the soil moisture measurements were taken increases, the 

variability also increases. Famiglietti et al. (2008) investigated how soil moisture variability 

measured by standard deviation, coefficient of variation, and skewness as a function of soil 

moisture evolves across increasing spatial scales. Famiglietti et al. (2008) found that standard 

deviation, coefficient of variation, and skewness all increased with increasing spatial scale. 

Perhaps dependent on location, studies have shown that as the variance of soil moisture 

decreases as the mean soil moisture of the study area decreases (Bell et al., 1980; Hawley et al., 

1983), increases with decreasing overall soil moisture content (Hupet and Vanclooster, 2002) or 

peak at intermediate soil moisture ranges (Brocca et al., 2010; Famiglietti et al., 2008; Penna et 

al., 2009; Zucco et al., 2014). It has also been widely documented that the coefficient of variation 
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exponentially decreases as a function of increasing soil moisture which is useful in characterising 

soil moisture variability (Brocca et al., 2010; Brocca et al., 2012; Famiglietti et al., 2008; Zucco 

et al., 2014). De Lannoy et al. (2006) reported that the spatial standard deviation of soil moisture 

evolves differently through the soil column. At the soil surface, the standard deviation increased 

when the mean soil moisture content increased. However, in deeper soil measurements, the 

spatial standard deviation increased with decreasing mean soil moisture. These differences in soil 

moisture characteristics were attributed to the vastly different controls affecting shallow and 

deep soil moisture measurements.  

Geostatistics are used to understand soil moisture variability by analyzing the spatial and 

temporal correlation structure of the soil moisture observations. De Lannoy et al. (2006) 

demonstrated that the spatial correlation structure of a 21 hectare agricultural field could be 

evaluated using variogram analysis. De Lannoy et al. (2006) demonstrated that the spatial 

correlation length decreased as a function of increased depth below the soil surface. This was 

attributed to the complex subsurface hydrologic process occurring in the study area. De Lannoy 

et al. (2006) also evaluated the temporal autocorrelation of each site within the agricultural field. 

The temporal autocorrelation was found to be 2 weeks near the soil surface, increasing to nearly 

2 months at depths of 180 cm beneath the soil surface. The controlling factors attributed to these 

different time scales were the susceptibility of the soil moisture at the surface to atmospheric 

forcing and evaporation.  

In the following study the spatio-temporal characteristics of the Kenaston soil moisture 

network (Champagne et al., 2010) were evaluated by using data collected during 139 days in 

2014. Soil moisture observations were recorded at three depths across 36 separate agricultural 

sites encompassing 1600 km
2
 at 30-minute intervals. The long, continuous dataset obtained in 
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this study allow for a range of soil moisture values, from wet to dry, and the transition between 

states, to be evaluated. Many studies have evaluated soil moisture variability across different 

scales, ranging from sub-meter to regional scale (Baroni et al., 2013; Brocca et al., 2012; Jacobs 

et al., 2004; Petrone et al., 2004). These studies typically involve a temporal component ranging 

from intensive one day sampling, to multiyear observation. However, few studies evaluate soil 

moisture variability at the regional scale with high spatial and temporal resolution coincidently. 

Regional scales are an important scale to study as present hydrological modelling efforts are 

concentrated on the 40
2
 km

2
 range due to soil moisture data available from existing remote 

sensing platforms (e.g. SMOS). In addition to the high spatial and temporal resolution at the 40
2
 

km
2
 footprint, the authors are unaware of any studies evaluating the spatio-temporal variability 

of soil moisture in the Prairie environment of western Canada which makes this study unique. 

Specifically, this study aims to further the understanding of how the spatio-temporal variability 

of soil moisture evolves through time and depth at the regional scale. The results of this study are 

of interest for regional scale hydrological modelling purposes characterized by northern Prairie 

environments. Remote sensing retrieval algorithm calibration and validation also stands to 

benefit from the results due to the footprint of the in-situ network in this study.  

3.2 Study Area and Data Collection 

3.2.1 Study Area 

The Canadian Prairies are a semi-arid environment with potential evaporation exceeding 

precipitation annually. During the winter months, the deposition and transport of snow are the 

largest components of water movement which can lead to increased runoff in the spring months 

(Pomeroy et al., 2009). Overall, snowmelt accounts for up to 80% of total runoff in this 

environment (Gray and Landine, 1988). During the summer season, rainfall and evaporation are 
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the dominant hydrological processes. Summer rainfall events tend to be convective storms, 

contained over a small area (<10 km
2
) (Fang and Pomeroy, 2007). Intense rain events coupled 

with the region’s flat topography leads to areas of standing water, commonly referred to as 

sloughs, that infiltrate slowly due to the low hydraulic conductivity of the soils (Luken, 1962; 

Shook et al., 2013). Due to high evaporation rates in the Canadian Prairies, runoff and infiltration 

rates are considerably low (Pomeroy et al., 2009).  

An important aspect of the Canadian Prairies is the sheer extent of the non-contributing 

areas. Non-contributing areas are hydrological features that do not drain to streams or rivers, but 

contribute to small wetlands and sloughs (Pomeroy et al., 2005) which results in a spatially 

variable distribution of soil moisture across the study area. Even in the wettest year, there is 

limited drainage from these non-contributing areas, which can make modelling this environment 

difficult (Shook et al., 2013).  

The principal land use within the overall study area is agriculture, with canola (Brassica 

spp.), wheat (Triticum spp.), barley (Hordeum vulgare spp.), peas (Pisum sativum spp.), and 

lentils (Lens culinaris spp.) constituting the most dominant crop types (Saskatchewan Ministry 

of Agriculture, 2013). Specifically at each of the 36 soil moisture monitoring stations, in order 

from most to least prevalent crop type was canola (36%), cereals (31%), lentils (17%), 

fallow/pasture (11%) and peas (6%). Soil types in the study area range from sandy loam to clay, 

with silt loam being the predominant soil type. Averaged over all 36 soil moisture monitoring 

stations by depth, the most prevalent soil type at each depth was silt loam. Silt loam soil type 

accounted for 50%, 39% and 58% of all soil types present at the 5 cm, 20 cm and 50 cm depths, 

respectively. Appendix 1 displays soil type by individual site and depth, as well as which crop 
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was present during the 2014 field season. The study area is flat with mean slopes of less than 2% 

as shown by 30 m digital elevation model in Figure 3.1. 

3.2.2 Data Collection  

Soil moisture measurements were obtained during a 139 day period from May 29
th

, 2014 

to October 14
th

, 2014. The soil moisture measurements were taken within a 1600 km
2
 area which 

encompasses the Brightwater Creek Watershed in the central region of Saskatchewan, Canada 

(Figure 3.1). Soil moisture measurements were recorded using a Stevens Hydra Probe II SDI-12 

sensor (Stevens Water Monitoring Systems Inc, 2006). A Hydra Probe was installed horizontally 

to record continuous measurements at depths of 5, 20, and 50 cm below the soil surface at 36 

separate agricultural fields (Figure 3.2). Soil dielectric constant was measured at each site and 

depth at 30-minute intervals. The dielectric measurements recorded by the Hydra Probes were 

gravimetrically calibrated using methodology as described in Burns et al. (2014). For each site, 

the 30-minute measurements were aggregated into daily averages.  

Rainfall was measured at each soil moisture station via an Onset RG3 tipping bucket 

style rain gauge (Onset, 2014). Rainfall data was summarized into 30-minute intervals in order to 

capture fast moving, intense convective rainfall events that are common in the Canadian Prairies 

during the summer months (Pomeroy et al., 2005). 
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Figure 3.1. Digital elevation model (DEM) of study site with locations of each soil moisture site.  

 

Figure 3.2. Typical configuration for each soil moisture site. 
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3.2.3 Data Analysis 

Measurements from the 2014 field season were characterized first using descriptive 

statistics. Following Brocca et al. (2014) and Mittelbach & Seneviratne (2012) θtn is the soil 

moisture observed at time t and site n. Let the mean be denoted by µ, variance by σ
2
, and 

standard deviation by σ. To differentiate between spatial and temporal statistics, let all spatial 

statistics be denoted with a subscript spat, and all temporal statistic by denoted by a subscript 

temp. The spatial mean and variance at any time step was calculated as: 

µ𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑡(θ𝑡𝑛) =
1

𝑁
∑ θ𝑡𝑛

𝑁

𝑛=1

 

 

𝜎𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑡
2 (θ𝑡𝑛) =  

1

𝑁 − 1
∑(θ𝑡𝑛 − µ𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑡(θ𝑡𝑛))2 

𝑁

𝑛=1

  

where N is the number of sites. 

The temporal mean for each site was calculated by: 

µ𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝(θ𝑡𝑛) =
1

𝑇
∑ θ𝑡𝑛

𝑇

𝑡=1

 

 

where T is the number of sampling days considered. 

The temporal anomalies, Atn, are produced by subtracting the temporal mean, µtemp(θtn), from soil 

moisture θtn as defined as: 

𝐴𝑡𝑛 =  θ𝑡𝑛 −  µ𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝(θ𝑡𝑛) 

As in equations [1] and [2], the spatial mean µspat(Atn) and spatial variance σ
2

spat(Atn) can be 

calculated for the temporal anomalies. 

[1] 

[2] 

[3] 

[4] 
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The dataset was initially screened for outliers and erroneous data by comparing the raw 

data to notes produced at bi-weekly site visits throughout the field season. This process removed 

periods of data from individual sites and depths that contained obvious errors such as probe 

malfunction and loss of power at the soil moisture monitoring station. The resultant temporal 

anomaly data were utilized in the following spatial and temporal analysis of soil moisture 

variability.  

Correlation was utilized to assess the relationship between different soil depths following 

Li et al (2013). First the dataset without outliers was utilized to determine the degree of 

correlation between the 5-20 cm depths; 20-50 cm depths; and 5-50 cm depths through the field 

season. Next, 20-day periods were lagged by increments of one day up to ten days to evaluate 

inter-depth, multi-day correlation. This process was repeated for each day and all depth 

combinations in order to obtain the maximum correlation and lag at maximum correlation 

through the field season.  

In order to assess soil moisture temporal variability, daily mean soil moisture values for 

each site were subjected to autocorrelation analysis with increasing time lags (De Lannoy et al., 

2006). Data was detrended by fitting a linear regression to the temporal anomaly data. The 

residuals were evaluated for temporal autocorrelation in the statistical program R. Once the 

residuals had been evaluated with an autocorrelation function, a non-linear best-fit line was 

applied. Following the approach outlined in De Lannoy et al. (2006); Nielson & Wendroth, 

(2003) & Wang et al. (2009) the non-linear best-fit line utilized was y=exp(-x/λ), where λ is 

determined by the point 1/e or the e-folding frequency. This is the furthest lag period where soil 

moisture points are still autocorrelated with 95% confidence. If the non-linear best-fit was unable 

to model the data, the λ was derived from where the autocorrelation function crossed the 1/e line.  
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To evaluate the spatial structure of soil moisture within the Kenaston network, variogram 

analysis was conducted. For each day in the field season, an omnidirectional empirical variogram 

was produced using the statistical program R. At each depth, the width and lag distance was 

computed by evaluating the variogram cloud. After fitting multiple variogram models 

(exponential, spherical, linear, Gaussian) to the empirical variogram covering multiple time 

periods through the field season, it was determined that the spherical variogram model with a 

nugget best-fit the data following Brocca et al. (2007); De Lannoy et al. (2006) & Wendroth et 

al. (1999). The best-fit was determined by visually inspecting how well the spherical model fit 

the nugget and sill parameters of the empirical variogram. The spherical variogram model is 

calculated as: 

𝛾(ℎ) = 𝐶𝑜 + 𝐶 (1.5 (
ℎ

𝑎
) − 0.5 (

ℎ

𝑎
)

3

)  𝑖𝑓 ℎ ≤ 𝑎 

𝛾(ℎ) = 𝐶𝑜 + 𝐶                                          𝑖𝑓 ℎ > 𝑎 

Where γ(h) is the spherical model variogram, Co is the nugget variance, C is the sill, and a is the 

correlation length. The parameters in Equation [5] were determined by the least squares 

minimization method. Due to using the spherical variogram model, the correlation length is 

equal to the range, which is the distance on the variogram when the sill is reached. The sill is the 

point at which the variogram reaches its peak and the variance does not increase with an increase 

in lag distance (De Lannoy et al., 2006; Petrone et al., 2004). The nugget is associated with 

measurement error as well as variability occurring at scales smaller than the sampling scale (Li et 

al., 2013; Nielson and Wendroth, 2003). The strength of spatial dependence can be evaluated by 

looking at the ratio of the nugget (Co) and sill (C), which is called the nugget coefficient (Co/ C) 

(Li et al., 2013; Petrone et al., 2004). When the nugget coefficient is less than 25%, there is 

strong spatial dependence; between 25% and 75% there is moderate spatial dependence; and 

[5] 
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greater than 75% there is weak spatial dependence, commonly referred to as a nugget effect (Li 

et al., 2013; Petrone et al., 2004). Note that due to the number of data points that exceeded 75% 

at the 50 cm depth, assessments of the temporal evolution of range and nugget coefficient are not 

possible. 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Average Spatial Network Soil Moisture 

The temporal evolution of soil moisture anomalies through the 5, 20, and 50 cm 

measurement depths are presented in Figure 3.3a. When monitoring began on May 29
th

, 2014 the 

Kenaston soil moisture network was wet through the soil column. Five rain events with average 

accumulation greater than 10 mm between day 165 and day 180 increased soil moisture at all 

depths. An extended period of no rain led to a decrease in average soil moisture anomalies until 

day 236 when a large magnitude (24.1 mm) rain event causes an increase in soil moisture at the 5 

and 20 cm depths. Soil moisture quickly decreases after day 236 until day 251 when a rain event 

(9.2 mm) causes an increase at the 5 cm measurement depth on day 251. Soil moisture dynamics 

were closely related to rainfall events within the study site (Figure 3.3a) especially in the 5 cm 

depth, which is similar to the findings of He et al. (2012). During the wet period at the beginning 

of the field season, a rain event of any magnitude caused a soil moisture response at all 

measurement depths. He et al. (2012) suggests that this is due to the relative ease with which 

water is transmitted through the soil column under wet conditions, which is further demonstrated 

by the short lag period between soil depths early in the field season (Figure 3.3b-d). During 

periods with fewer rainfall events, soil moisture decreased and the largest decrease was 

associated with the 5 cm depth due to the effects of near-surface processes such as evaporation 

(Figure 3.3a)(Hupet and Vanclooster, 2002). As the field season progressed, rain events became 
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less coupled to soil moisture increases across all measurement depths. Furthermore, especially 

weak responses in deeper soil depths are shown by the increasing lag periods between soil depths 

(Figure 3.3b-d). Soil moisture values are less variable at depth due to limited atmospheric forcing 

processes (He et al., 2012). It is also assumed that the rooting structure of crops utilized the 

available water in upper soil depths before exploiting water contained in deeper depths of the soil 

profile (Hupet and Vanclooster, 2002). 

Figure 3.3. (a) Average soil moisture anomalies at 5, 20 & 50 cm depths for field season. 

Correlation and lag at maximum correlation between (b) 5-20 cm depths, (c) 20-50 cm depths, 

and (d) 5-50 cm depths. 
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3.3.2 Descriptive Statistics Analysis 

The standard deviation of the soil moisture anomaly data versus daily soil moisture 

anomaly at each depth are presented in Figure 3.4a-c. Across all measurement depths, standard 

deviation values were lower during dry conditions, which are associated with negative anomalies 

in the Brightwater Creek network. Standard deviation values were typically highest under wet 

conditions, categorized by positive anomalies. At the 5 cm and 50 cm depths, an inflection in the 

data point is observed near the network mean soil moisture, where after this inflection the 

standard deviation begin to slightly increase as the soil moisture anomaly becomes more 

negative.  

The average and range in standard deviation values demonstrated in this study are similar 

to those of Brocca et al. (2014) in which temporal anomaly data was utilized at scales similar to 

this study. The lowest absolute standard deviation at the 5 and 50 cm depths is near the seasonal 

network mean (value of 0 when utilizing anomaly space), which is also consistent with Brocca et 

al. (2014) (Figure 3.4a & 3.4c). Standard deviation results from anomaly soil moisture are 

different than when utilizing absolute soil moisture values, where the highest standard deviation 

is typically observed during intermediate (~15%) soil moisture values (Brocca et al., 2010). 

Brocca et al. (2014) and Mittelbach & Seneviratne (2012) suggest that when temporal anomaly 

soil moisture data is compared to absolute soil moisture data, it is expected that the standard 

deviation will be lower over the soil moisture anomaly of zero as the temporal mean of the site is 

responsible for the majority of spatial variability. Brocca et al. (2014) explains that this is due to 

removing the effects of site specific properties such as different field capacities, wilting points, 

and absolute soil moisture range which inherently are responsible for a large component of 

overall variability. At the 20 cm depth (Figure 3.4b), higher standard deviation values are 
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demonstrated near the seasonal network mean soil moisture, which is the result of rainfall in the 

network. As seen in Figure 3.4b, the highest standard deviation at the 20 cm depth, shown by the 

orange square, is one day after the largest rainfall event (Day 236), which is expected given that 

the rainfall would have to infiltrate to the 20 cm depth. It is suggested that the standard deviation 

is highest one day after the rainfall event as different infiltration rates caused certain stations in 

the network to experience a change in soil moisture while other stations did not due to soil 

crusting at the surface and vegetation interception of rainfall (De Lannoy et al., 2006). However, 

the standard deviation shown by the purple data points indicates that standard deviation values 

quickly declined as the soil moisture within the network became more uniform. 
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Figure 3.4. Relationship between standard deviation and mean areal soil moisture for (a) 5, (b) 

20 and (c) 50 cm measurement depths through entire season. Note that a colour indicates 

individual wet up and dry down sequences as indicated by legend below figure. The start and end 

of sequences are denoted by triangles and squares, respectively.  

 

To further investigate the temporal evolution of the standard deviation of soil moisture 

through the field season, different colour data points were used to denote dry down and wet up 

sequences. The beginning of a dry down or wet up sequence is denoted by a triangle symbol, 

Brown = DOY 149-164; Blue = DOY 165-181; Red = DOY 182-198;  

Grey = DOY 199-206; Yellow = DOY 207-228; Orange = DOY 229-237; 

Purple = DOY 238-251; Green = DOY 252-273; Black = DOY 274-287 
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while the end of a sequence is denoted by a square symbol. The periods of the field season that 

correspond to each colour are shown below Figure 3.4.  

At the 5 cm depth (Figure 3.4a), the higher standard deviation values (blue and brown) 

occurred in late spring when the network was wet and experienced frequent rainfall events. 

During the field season there were three dry down sequences, which produced near-linear 

patterns (red, yellow, green) with an inflection near the seasonal network mean soil moisture. As 

the field season progressed, the inflection point shifted toward negative anomalies and occurred 

at lower overall standard deviation values. This demonstrates that as the field season progresses, 

soil moisture variability decreases after extended periods of dry down before beginning to 

increase as soil continues to dry further.  

At the 20 cm depth standard deviation is greatest at wet soil moisture values and 

immediately after larger rainfall events (Figure 3.4b). The beginning of the field season (blue and 

brown) had higher standard deviation due to wet overall conditions. As the soil continues to dry, 

the standard deviation decreases until the largest rain event of the field season occurred, which 

caused an abrupt increase in standard deviation (orange and purple). Immediately after the 

rainfall event, standard deviation begins to decrease to the end of the field season. 

At the 50 cm depth (Figure 3.4c), wet conditions persisted during the spring months and 

steadily decreased through the summer, until stabilizing in late summer. As soil moisture values 

decreased through the field season, standard deviation values decreased as the network dried 

reaching a minimum of ~0.025 m
3
m

-3 
near the seasonal network mean before slightly increasing 

to ~0.03 m
3
m

-3
 at which point the values stabilized. 

Although a change in standard deviation is primarily a function of soil moisture content, 

variability in rainfall across the network has been shown to affect standard deviation as well, 
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which is most notably demonstrated in the 5 cm depth and once at the 20 cm depth. At the 5 cm 

depth, dry down sequences (red, green, yellow) begin at higher standard deviation values, and 

continuously decrease until a rainfall event causes the standard deviation values to increase 

(orange and grey). These wet up events create some of the larger standard deviation values 

produced through the field season, however the soil moisture content is less than the seasonal 

network mean soil moisture, contrary to the overall pattern associated with this depth.  

A similar example can be seen within the orange and purple data points at the 20 cm 

depth in Figure 3.4b. This pattern was only observed once and is most likely due to the largest 

rain event of the field season, which caused higher variability within the network. De Lannoy et 

al. (2006) and He et al. (2012) also demonstrated rainfall variability and local factors such as 

vegetation interception and surface soil conditions (i.e. soil crust, macropores, and soil cracking) 

to cause an increase in standard deviation at depth. Without this rainfall event occurring, the 

overall patterns between the 20 cm and 50 cm depths would be quite similar. The standard 

deviation values produced in the wet spring months would be larger before declining with soil 

moisture values through the season, eventually reaching a point where standard deviation does 

not change considerably as demonstrated by the green and black data points. This suggest that 

the dominant control on standard deviation at the 20 cm and 50 cm depths is soil moisture 

content, with the exception of large (> 25 mm) rainfall events, which can cause larger standard 

deviation for a short duration at the 20 cm depth. This is different than standard deviation at the 5 

cm depth. Although soil moisture is a considerable control on standard deviation, almost all 

rainfall events greater than 5 mm cause the standard deviation to noticeably increase within the 

network.  
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Ultimately, this analysis will allow researchers to quantify relationships between standard 

deviation and soil moisture through the field season, which can be utilized to establish accuracy 

metrics in modelling applications during events such as prolonged dry down events or during 

intense rainfall events (Famiglietti et al., 2008). The results of this analysis suggest that under 

dry conditions at the 20 cm and 50 cm depth, standard deviation through the network is lower, 

and therefore modelling applications utilizing these results will be more accurate. At the 5 cm 

depth, the results suggest that lower standard deviation associated with prolonged dry down 

events will lead to more accurate modelling outputs. However, under wet conditions or during 

rainfall events more caution should be demonstrated when utilizing the results in modelling 

applications as standard deviation values are larger. 

Quantifying variability within a network allows relationships to be identified with respect 

to modelling and remote sensing applications (Famiglietti et al., 2008). Understanding how 

standard deviation evolves through the field season will allow for relationships to be developed 

with respect to mean wetness and depth, which will ultimately be utilized to calibrate and 

validate hydrological modelling applications. Furthermore, how rainfall affects standard 

deviation as demonstrated in this study will lead to better model outputs by establishing how the 

spatial distribution of soil moisture is affected by rainfall variability throughout the field season. 

Satellites used to estimate soil water require multiple in-situ stations within a network to be 

accurately calibrated and validated (Cosh et al., 2005). To determine the number of sites which 

are needed to achieve satellite mission performance metrics, standard deviation must be utilized 

(Brocca et al., 2012; Famiglietti et al., 2008).  
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3.3.3 Vertical Profile Correlation 

Pearson Product Moment correlation coefficients were calculated to evaluate soil-depth 

and soil moisture relationships (Table 3.1). The strongest correlation for the field season was 

between 20-50 cm (r = 0.908), followed by 5-20 cm (r = 0.873), and lastly 5-50 cm (r = 0.750). 

Strong correlation between the 20-50 cm depth is expected and due to the similar physical 

processes impacting both depths (De Lannoy et al., 2006). The relationship between the 5-20 cm 

depths is also strong as 88% of the rainfall events that affected the 5 cm depth also affected the 

20 cm depth between day 149 and 185. As expected, the weakest relationship was between the 5 

cm and 50 cm depths due to the vastly different processes affecting each depth (Li et al., 2013).  

Table 3.1. Pearson Product Moment Correlation of soil moisture at different depths for entire 

field season. 

Depths 

5cm-20cm 5cm-50cm 20cm-50cm 

0.873 0.750 0.908 

All significant at p<0.0001 

To investigate how the correlation coefficients evolved through the field season, 

correlation between depths was evaluated by increasing the lag period by one day intervals until 

the maximum correlation was reached (Figure 3.3b-d). Figure 3.3b shows the relationship 

between the 5 and 20 cm depths averaged over all stations in the network. The average 

correlation coefficient through the field season and lag period to maximum correlation were 

0.734 and 3.40 days, respectively. The correlation coefficient r remains greater than 0.80 for 

days 149 to 187. During the same period the lag at which maximum correlation is reached is 

typically 0 or 1. The exception is three days where max correlation was reached at lag 9. 

Although maximum correlation was reached at lag 9, the correlations at lag 0 and at 1 were 

similar (less than 1% of difference between the maximum value). Number of days to maximum 

lag was negatively correlated to mean soil moisture (r = -0.38); p<0.001). 
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Figure 3.3c shows the relationship between the 20 and 50 cm depths. The average 

correlation coefficient through the field season and number of lags to maximum correlation were 

0.770 and 1.40 days, respectively. The correlation coefficient r remains greater than 0.80 for 

days 149 to 217. Up to day 236, the lag at which maximum correlation is achieved is typically 0 

or 1. From day 237 to the end of the field season, the average lag at which maximum correlation 

occurs increases and averages a lag of 3.40 days. Number of days to maximum lag was 

negatively correlated to mean soil moisture (r = -0.56); p<0.001). 

Figure 3.3d shows the relationship between the 5 and 50 cm depths. The average 

correlation coefficient through the field season and number of day lags to maximum correlation 

were 0.521 and 5.30 days, respectively. The correlation coefficient r remains greater than 0.80 

for days 149 to 187, with the exception of days 166-168 where the correlation coefficient r drops 

to 0.73 to 0.78. From day 188 to the end of the field season, the correlation coefficient r follows 

a variable pattern from negative correlation to near perfect correlation. During this period of 

time, the lag at which maximum correlation occurs increases from 4 at day 188, to 10 at the end 

of the field season. Number of days to maximum lag was negatively correlated to mean soil 

moisture (r = -0.61); p<0.001).  

Lag at maximum correlation was negatively correlated to soil moisture, which is related 

primarily to the change in water content through the soil column as the field season progresses 

(Figure 3.3). As the soil moisture through the column begins to dry quicker in upper depths, 

rainfall events that affect the near-surface soil takes longer to produce a response at depth, 

therefore increasing the lag at maximum correlation. This is an important relationship to 

investigate further in future studies, especially how moisture in deeper soil depths are affected by 

rainfall events with respect to surface soil conditions at different periods of the year.  
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Similar to Li et al. (2013) soil moisture correlation through the profile was strongest 

between adjacent soil depths and under wet conditions, whereas weaker correlations were 

demonstrated when increasing the intervals between soil measurement depths (Figure 3.3b-d). 

According to Li et al. (2013) this suggest that soil moisture through the profile is not 

independent. Stronger correlations in the wet spring months were expected as the ability to 

transmit soil water is greater under wet conditions. Weaker correlation between non-adjacent 

depths was also expected as the processes controlling each depth, such as precipitation and 

evaporation at the surface and drainage and lateral movement of water at depth are vastly 

different.  

It is well understood that vertical flux of water through the soil column regulated by 

processes such as precipitation, evapotranspiration and percolation (Entekhabi and Rodriguez-

Iturbe, 1994). Attempts to model these processes have largely been successful due to empirical 

relationships and filtering techniques (Albergel et al., 2008; Entekhabi and Rodriguez-Iturbe, 

1994; Qiu et al., 2014). In the current study soil moisture between measurement depths was 

demonstrated to be non-independent, and therefore developing physical relationships between 

depths is permitted (Li et al., 2013). The high degree of correlation between soil depths will 

allow robust relationships to be developed which will aid in developing hydrological modelling 

application which can predict vertical flux of water through the profile (Li et al., 2013). 

However, specific attention to the how correlations between depths change as the field season 

progresses will need to be incorporated into any modelling application. Furthermore, the high 

spatial and temporal resolution of data, encompassing multiple wet up and dry down events, will 

inevitably be useful in calibrating and validating hydrological modelling outputs. Ultimately, the 
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goal of developing relationships between depths within the soil profile will be for better flood 

and drought prediction. 

3.3.4 E-Folding Frequency Analysis 

Temporal autocorrelation was evaluated by increasing one day lag periods for each 

sensor in the network to evaluate the temporal variability of soil moisture at all measurement 

depths. The result of this analysis can be seen in Table 3.2 with a specific example in Figure 3.5. 

To be consistent with previous studies, both detrended and non-detrended relationships are 

reported with non-detrended results in brackets. The average detrended e-folding frequency for 

the 5 cm measurement depth was 6.35 days (12.33 days). The 20 and 50 cm detrended e-folding 

frequency were 12.97 and 12.29 days (26.69 and 34.65 days), respectively. The coefficient of 

variation associated the e-folding frequency decreased as the measurement depth increased from 

a maximum of 45% (76%) at the 5 cm depth, decreasing to a minimum of 38% (43%) at the 50 

cm depth. The range of e-folding frequencies, as depicted by the minimum and maximum, was 

variable across all network sites. The range was the largest at the 20 cm (50 cm) measurement 

depth, which displayed a minimum value of 5.14 days (5.37 days) at Site 5 (Site NE09), and a 

maximum value at of 23.35 days (54.27 days) at Site NE23 (Site 9).  

Table 3.2. Mean, median, minimum, maximum, standard deviation, and coefficient of variation 

for the temporal autocorrelation analysis for full field season. 

 5cm 20cm 50cm 

Mean 6.35 (12.33) 12.97 (26.69) 12.29 (34.65) 

Median 5.69 (8.92) 11.74 (22.14) 12.67 (38.57) 

Minimum 2.80 (2.98) 5.14 (11.03) 3.77 (5.37) 

Maximum 13.80 (45.93) 23.35 (55.07) 19.39 (54.27) 

St. Dev 2.84 (9.32) 5.18 (11.88) 4.72 (15.04) 

CV (%) 45 (76) 40 (45) 38 (43) 

*All values in days unless otherwise stated. 

** Values in parenthesis are data with trend present. 
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Figure 3.5. Example of temporal autocorrelation for 5, 20 and 50 cm measurement depths from 

Site 9 within Kenaston soil moisture network. 

 

Deeper soil measurements displayed e-folding frequencies twice as long as surface soil 

measurements which was similar to the finding of De Lannoy et al. (2006). Wanru and 

Dickinson (2004) demonstrated that mid to high latitude (33
o
-53

o
) e-folding frequencies were 2-3 

weeks at the surface, and 4 months at 1 m below the soil surface. Although Wanru and 

Dickinson (2004) evaluated e-folding frequency at the global scale, the pattern that a shorter e-

folding frequency at the surface compared to deeper in the soil profile was similar to the results 

in the current study. Processes such as evapotranspiration and rainfall cause soil moisture in 

upper soil depths to change more frequently and exhibit shorter (i.e. days) characteristic time 

scales than deeper soil depths (i.e. weeks to months) where the effects of these processes is much 

less pronounced (De Lannoy et al., 2006). The coefficient of variation associated with the e-

folding frequency was greatest at the 5 cm depth further indicating that the processes regulating 

the characteristic time scale are more variable at the soil surface. It is noted that individual sites 
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experienced large deviations from the mean e-folding frequency of each soil depth which was 

similar to the finding of De Lannoy et al. (2006). This could be attributed to site-specific 

characteristics such as preferential flow due to cracking of clay rich soils, vegetation 

interception, and local topography. 

Previous literature has evaluated non-detrended data (De Lannoy et al., 2006) and 

detrended soil moisture data (Molina et al., 2014). As seen in Table 3.2, the seasonal trend in the 

soil moisture data was responsible for approximately 50% of the overall e-folding frequency. 

This has implications for measurement frequency and data assimilation. Soil moisture at depth 

exhibited longer e-folding frequencies, which allows intervals between measurements to be 

greater while remaining autocorrelated (De Lannoy et al., 2006). This has implications when 

assimilating data into hydrological models as it is crucial to understand the period of time that 

soil moisture measurements remain autocorrelated through the soil profile. However, if the 

modelling output is interested in anomaly space, but the seasonal trend has not been removed 

from the data, the results of this study suggest that the temporal autocorrelation within a profile 

will be overestimated by approximately a factor of 2 (Table 3.2), ultimately leading to poor 

model accuracy.  

To evaluate the controls on temporal variability, the e-folding frequency of each site 

through all depths was correlated to physical factors including soil texture fractions, soil 

moisture specific to each site, and site-specific rainfall totals without significant correlations 

demonstrated. This was unexpected as it is assumed that the e-folding frequency is controlled by 

physical processes such as rainfall and soil texture fraction. De Lannoy et al. (2006) suggested 

that local topography, vegetation interception and water uptake are factors which affect 

individual e-folding frequency. Many of the soil moisture stations are located in a dense 
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agricultural setting, which inevitably causes issues with vegetation interception and water uptake 

by plant roots. Although physical parameters are likely contributing to the e-folding frequency 

demonstrated in this study, the data suggest that there are other factors, not measured in this 

study, that are also affecting e-folding frequency. Further investigation into these factors is 

needed in order to better understand the specific mechanisms responsible for e-folding frequency 

results demonstrated in this study. 

3.3.5 Variogram Analysis 

Figure 3.6 shows the relationship between range and nugget coefficient through the field 

season and the coefficient of variation of each rainfall event. Periods when the nugget coefficient 

exceeds 75% are removed, as spatial dependence beyond this point is weak, thus the time series 

plots have breaks (Figure 3.6).  
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Figure 3.6. Temporal evolution of range (blue) and nugget coefficient (red) through the field 

season for the (a) 5 and (b) 20 cm depths. Greyed out areas indicate where nugget coefficient 

exceeded 75%. Daily rainfall (gray bars) with coefficient of variation (black line) shown in (c). 

Note that due to limited data points, the 50 cm depth is not shown. 

 

At the 5 cm depth, network mean soil moisture values exceeding 0.25 m
3
m

-3
 are present 

at the start of the field season (Figure 3.6a). Range values exceed 8000 m on multiple instances 

while nugget coefficients of below 25% occur. During several rain events from days 170 to 187, 
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the nugget coefficient exceeds 75%. A short period between day 188 and 195 produces relatively 

low range values of 3000 – 4000 m while nugget coefficient remains in the moderate spatial 

dependency category (Petrone et al., 2004). Between day 196 and 215, nugget coefficient again 

exceeds 75%. Between days 216 and 228, range values of less than 2000 m occur, while nugget 

coefficient decreases to 0%, then sharply increases to 64%. A series of rain events between day 

229 and 235 causes the range values to increase to 4977 – 8640 m, while the nugget coefficient 

remains in the 25% to 75% category. On day 236, the largest rain event of the field season 

occurred causing soil moisture values to increase. The range on this day increases to 8640 m, 

while the nugget coefficient decreases to 24%. From day 237 to 262, range values average 4863 

m while the nugget coefficient steadily increase from 0% on day 237 to day 262 when it exceeds 

75%. A series of rain events occur between days 273 to 277, which increases soil moisture 

content causing the nugget coefficient to decrease to an average of 59%, with range values 

averaging 3125 m. 

The relationship between the range of correlation and the nugget coefficient for the 5 cm 

measurement depth are explained well by the coefficient of variation associated with rainfall 

events and antecedent soil moisture conditions (Figure 3.6c)(Oldak et al., 2002). Larger 

magnitude rainfall events with low coefficient of variation can affect the range and nugget 

coefficient depending on soil conditions when the rainfall event begins. If the 5 cm mean 

network soil moisture is below 0.15 m
3
m

-3
, the range increases and nugget coefficient decreases. 

However, when the 5 cm network soil moisture average is greater than 0.15 m
3
m

-3
, nugget 

coefficient typically increases to greater than 75% causing a pure nugget effect. When network 

average soil moisture is below 0.15 m
3
m

-3
 and a low magnitude rainfall event occurs, there is 

typically limited to zero response at the 5 cm or 20 cm depth, so coefficient of variation 
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associated with the rainfall event has a limited effect on the range or nugget coefficient. Li 

(2008) explained that larger nugget coefficients are caused by stochastic factors such as rainfall, 

while small nugget coefficients are caused by structural factors such as soil texture, which 

support the results of this study. 

Periods of extended drying also caused range to decrease and nugget coefficient to 

increase to the point of producing a pure nugget effect, which was also demonstrated by De 

Lannoy et al. (2006). This was typically achieved 8 – 12 days after the previous rain event and 

was attributed to different rates of evaporation through the network caused by the non-

contributing topographic features within the study area. Another potential reason for a 

breakdown in the spatial structure could be crops extracting soil water at different rates through 

the network. Oldak et al. (2002) observed comparable trends when studying surface soil moisture 

at scales similar in magnitude to this study. 

The 20 cm soil depth was also wet to start the field season. Range values steadily 

decrease from a peak of 10161 m on day 152 to 3270 m on day 174, while nugget coefficient 

increases from 10% to 60%, respectively (Figure 3.6b). Between days 175 and 185 nugget 

coefficient remains relatively constant at ~50% while the range value changes rapidly, which 

was associated with rain events. Between days 186 and 199 the nugget coefficient exceeded 

75%. Between day 200 and 219 range increases from 2400 to 4800 m, and nugget coefficient 

values remain in the moderate category, averaging 55%. On day 220, the nugget coefficient 

again exceeds 75%, which persists until the largest rain event of the field season on day 236. The 

rain event causes the nugget coefficient to dramatically decrease to between 0-8% and range to 

increase to 2560-5533 m. However, pure nugget effect occurs again from day 238 to 251. On day 
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252 a rain event occurred, which stabilized soil moisture at the 20 cm level. The range remains at 

an average of 3294 m and nugget coefficient remains as 0% for the rest of the field season.  

Rainfall coefficient of variation had less of an effect on the 20 cm depth. Range remained 

high and nugget coefficient low at the beginning of the field season, likely due to wet conditions 

found throughout the network. As the 20 cm depth began to dry out, spatial dependence was 

weak, demonstrating pure nugget effect for the majority of day 186 – 251. As the network 

average soil moisture stabilized during the latter part of the field season, the nugget coefficient 

and range remained low. It is suspected that the rate of soil moisture change between individual 

sites at the 20 cm depth during the middle of the field season caused the pure nugget effect. Each 

site would have been subject to different rates of soil water changed induced by evaporation, 

preferential flow, and root uptake of water, which would cause spatial correlation to decrease 

(De Lannoy et al., 2006). 

Variogram analysis of soil moisture measurements at this scale is limited within the 

literature and therefore makes direct comparison of correlation length and nugget coefficient 

difficult (De Lannoy et al., 2006; Li et al., 2013; Petrone et al., 2004). Researchers have avoided 

variogram analysis at this scale due to the inherent issue with nugget coefficient (Nielson and 

Wendroth, 2003; Petrone et al., 2004). A larger distance between measurement points introduces 

more variability, and as a result, increases the nugget coefficient (Li et al., 2013). However, as 

the seen in Figure 3.6, periods of pure nugget effect comprise less than half of the field season 

and are typically caused by long periods of dry down, or rainfall with large coefficient of 

variation. Therefore the remaining results can be utilized in hydrologic modelling applications 

with respect to further increasing model accuracy.  
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The range of spatial correlation and the strength of correlation, measured by the nugget 

coefficient, can be used to upscale point measurements to represent larger areas in hydrological 

models (Crow et al., 2012, 2005). For this to occur, understanding the spatial structure of soil 

moisture and how it evolves under varying conditions is needed (Bosch et al., 2006). For 

example, under wet conditions without rainfall, spatial correlation in the 5 cm depth is strongly 

dependant with correlation lengths reaching 10 000 m. However, when a spatially variable 

rainfall event occurs with wet mean conditions, nugget coefficient increases to the point of 

nugget coefficient exceeding 75%, and spatial correlation length decreases to almost zero. 

Understanding how the Kenaston soil moisture network responds to these conditions will 

increase the predictive ability to modeling applications from point measurements to areal 

measurements. As a result, modelling applications will be better calibrated to predict soil 

moisture spatial structure and connectivity across multiple soil moisture conditions, which will 

ultimately increase model accuracy as a better representation of hydrologic processes will be 

incorporated (Brocca et al., 2007). However, the limitation of the analysis is where the nugget 

coefficient exceeds 75% resulting in a break down in spatial structure and no correlation length 

produced. Further analysis into the mechanism responsible for the pure nugget effect periods is 

needed.  

3.4 Conclusion 

Spatio-temporal variability of soil moisture was characterized in an agriculturally 

dominated region in Saskatchewan, Canada at three depths through the soil column over a period 

of 139 days representing a range of soil moisture values from wet to dry. Soil moisture values 

through all measurement depths were wet at the start of the field season and dried as the field 

season progressed with upper soil depths being more variable due to atmospheric forcing. The 
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processes controlling standard deviation was different between the upper (5 cm) and deeper (20 

cm and 50 cm) depths. At the upper soil depth, standard deviation is controlled primarily by 

mean soil moisture and precipitation as was expected. Standard deviation in deeper soil depths 

was primarily controlled by soil moisture, however the largest rainfall event of the season caused 

a temporary increase in standard deviation. The strongest correlation between depths throughout 

the field season was demonstrated between the 20 cm and 50 cm measurement depths. Further 

investigation revealed stronger correlation when all depths of the soil column were wet with 

decreasing correlation strength, and increased number of days to maximum correlation as the 

field season progressed. The 20 cm and 50 cm depths produced temporal autocorrelation values 

that were approximately twice as long as the 5 cm depth with a decreasing trend in variability 

with increasing soil depth. Variogram analysis demonstrated that strong spatial dependency, 

assessed by a large range and low nugget coefficient, is produced primarily under wet conditions. 

However, it was also observed that days containing variable rainfall tended to cause increase 

nugget coefficient and lower range. Rainfall was the dominant control of soil moisture 

organization within the Kenaston soil moisture network, especially with respect to overall spatial 

distribution of rainfall.  

This study has important implications for the soil moisture monitoring community, 

including research groups associated with satellite calibration and validation missions and 

hydrologic modelling applications, with an emphasis on Prairie hydrology. Remote sensing 

communities can utilize the results from a wide range of soil moisture conditions gathered over 

an entire field season, compared to short intensive campaigns typically associated with 

calibration and validation missions (Brocca et al., 2012). The standard deviation and geostatistics 

obtained in this study can be utilized for model parameterization and data assimilation in an 
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environment with complex hydrology that is currently poorly understood (Famiglietti et al., 

2008; Shook et al., 2013). 

Although this study characterized soil moisture variability with a high spatial and 

temporal resolution, direct comparisons to non-Prairie environments should be applied with 

caution. Many studies have demonstrated that results associated with soil moisture variability is 

specific to the environment in which it is completed (Brocca et al., 2007; Cho & Choi, 2014; 

Famiglietti et al., 2008). Furthermore, this study encompassed only 139 days during one year, 

which is not ideal for long-term characterization of soil moisture variability. It is expected that 

further studies using the Kenaston soil moisture network will utilize longer soil moisture datasets 

in order to capture climatic differences that may not have been present during this study. This 

study demonstrated the coefficient of variation associated with rainfall events and antecedent soil 

moisture were the main controls regulating soil moisture variability within the Kenaston soil 

moisture network. However, the effects of subsurface hydrology, root uptake of soil water, and 

local scale topography on the spatio-temporal organization of soil moisture in this study area 

remain uncertain. It is anticipated that further research will be completed to study the effects of 

local physical controls including micro-topography, evapotranspiration, land use, and root zone 

uptake of water on soil moisture variability of this environment. 
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Chapter 4.0 – Summary and Conclusion 
 

This thesis evaluated two methods of soil moisture probe calibration in an attempt to 

identify a method that will result in low measurement error and thus considered superior for 

calibrating in-situ soil moisture probes. This thesis also characterised the spatial and temporal 

variability of soil moisture from within the Kenaston soil moisture network located in 

Saskatchewan, Canada. A high resolution soil moisture dataset encompassing 139 field days 

during 2014 was subjected to descriptive statistics and geostatistics in an effort to characterize 

the spatio-temporal variability which will ultimately be used in remote sensing calibration and 

validation as well as environmental modelling applications in the Canadian Prairies. 

The identification of the superior calibration methodology is important to the remote 

sensing community who strive to achieve the most accurate soil moisture measurements for 

calibration and validation to soil moisture missions such as the recently launched Soil Moisture 

Active Passive Mission (SMAP). Therefore further calibration of the sensors used in the 

Brightwater Creek soil moisture network is of concern as this network is a core calibration and 

validation site for the SMAP satellite. Wet-up and dry-down methods were used to produce 

calibration equations for the purpose of attaining the lowest possible measurement error. The 

dry-down calibration procedure produced lower root mean square error, of between 0.01 to 0.04 

m
3
m

-3
, across all samples in the study. There was also a significant correlation between 

infiltration wet-up and dry-down RMSE and the overall percent clay texture fraction. These 

findings demonstrate that the dry-down calibration methodology is superior for soil moisture 

probe calibration, especially in clay textured soils.  
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Future research towards improving calibration accuracy should focus on the effects of 

multiple cycles of hysteresis on soil moisture probe calibration to more closely replicate field 

conditions. Further, the effects of soil characteristics, especially chemical properties of clay 

dominated soil, should be investigated with respect to soil moisture probe calibration accuracy. 

Spatial and temporal soil moisture variability within the Brightwater Creek monitoring 

network was assessed using descriptive and geostatistical methods. The standard deviation at the 

5 cm depth was controlled by a combination of rainfall and mean soil wetness. However, 

standard deviation at the 20 cm and 50 cm depths were controlled primarily by mean soil 

wetness, with the largest rainfall event of the field season causing a temporary increase in 

standard deviation at the 20 cm depth. Deeper soil depths were correlated longer temporally at 

both the site and network scale. Correlation between soil depths was strongest between the 20 cm 

and 50 cm, likely due to similar controls at subsurface depths. Further analysis demonstrated 

high correlations at the beginning of the field season when the entire soil profile was wet, but 

declining correlation between soil depths as the soil moisture through the profile became more 

heterogeneous. Spatial dependency as measured by correlation length and nugget coefficient was 

found to be strongest under wet conditions. However, rainfall events with high spatial coefficient 

of variability caused a lower overall range and higher nugget coefficient. Rainfall spatial 

variability was found to be the dominant control on soil moisture organization within the 

Kenaston soil moisture network. Understanding how soil moisture spatio-temporal variability 

evolves a function of mean wetness and depth is an imperative requirement to hydrologic 

modelling applications in the Canadian Prairies. The data and results collected in this thesis will 

ultimately help to increase predictive accuracy in hydrological modelling applications.  
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This thesis takes the first steps in evaluating the spatio-temporal variability of soil 

moisture within the Kenaston soil moisture network. Soil moisture variability as a function of 

mean wetness and depth was found to be different through the field season as the relationship 

between seasons and depths evolved. This is consistent with the published literature that 

demonstrates that soil moisture variability evolves through a period of time and is likely 

controlled by local factors associated with different environments. It is anticipated that further 

research will investigate the effects of subsurface hydrology, plant root and soil water dynamics, 

and local scale topography on spatio-temporal variability of soil moisture in this Prairie 

environment. 
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Appendix 1 

Site 

Depth 

(cm) Soil Type Crop 

1 

5 Silt loam 

Cereal 20 Silt loam 

50 Silt loam 

2 

5 Silt loam 

Cereal 20 Silt loam 

50 Loam 

5 

5 Sandy loam 

Canola 20 Sandy loam 

50 Sandy loam 

6 

5 Silt loam 

Canola 20 Silt loam 

50 Silt loam 

9 

5 Sandy loam 

Peas 20 Sandy loam 

50 Silt loam 

13 

5 Sandy loam 

Lentils 20 Loam 

50 Silt loam 

14 

5 Silt loam 

Cereal 20 Silt loam 

50 Silt loam 

15 

5 Sandy loam 

Canola 20 Silt loam 

50 Silt loam 

16 

5 Silt Loam 

Cereal 20 Silt Loam 

50 Clay Loam 

17 

5 Silty Clay 

Canola 
20 

Silty Clay 

Loam 

50 Silty Clay 

18 

5 Silt Loam 

Lentils 20 Silty Clay 

50 

Silty Clay 

Loam 

19 

5 Clay Loam 

Cereal 20 Clay 

50 Sandy Loam 
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Site 

Depth 

(cm) Soil Type Crop 

20 

5 Silt Loam 

Lentils 20 Silt Loam 

50 Clay Loam 

21 

5 Sandy Loam 

Cereal 20 Sandy Loam 

50 Loam 

NE09 

5 Loam 

Fallow 20 Silt Loam 

50 Silt Loam 

NE13 

5 Silt Loam 

Canola 20 Sandy Loam 

50 Silt Loam 

NE23 

5 Silt Loam 

Canola 20 Loam 

50 Silt Loam 

NE25 

5 Silt Loam 

Canola 20 Sandy Loam 

50 Loam 

NE33 

5 Loam 

Canola 20 Loam 

50 Silt Loam 

NE36 

5 Silt Loam 

Canola 20 Loam 

50 Loam 

NW01 

5 Silt Loam 

Cereal 20 Silt Loam 

50 Silt Loam 

NW03 

5 Loam 

Canola 20 Silt Loam 

50 Silt Loam 

NW06 

5 Sandy Loam 

Lentils 20 Sandy Loam 

50 Silt 

NW07 

5 Sandy Loam 

Pasture 20 Silt Loam 

50 Silt Loam 

NW09 

5 Sandy Loam 

Fallow 20 Loam 

50 Silt 
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Site 

Depth 

(cm) Soil Type Crop 

NW13 

5 Silt Loam 

Canola 20 Sandy Loam 

50 Silt Loam 

NW19 

5 Silt Loam 

Cereal 20 Loam 

50 Silt 

NW26 

5 Silt Loam 

Cereal 20 Sandy Loam 

50 Silt  

NW29 

5 Silt Loam 

Peas 20 Silt Loam 

50 Silt Loam 

SE13 

5 Loam 

Canola 20 Loam 

50 Silt Loam 

SW03 

5 Loam 

Cereal 20 Loam 

50 Silt Loam 

SW07 

5 Sandy Loam 

Pasture 20 Silt Loam 

50 Silt Loam 

SW13 

5 Loam 

Canola 20 Sandy Loam 

50 Sandy Loam 

SW26 

5 Silt Loam 

Cereal 20 Silt Loam 

50 Silt Loam 

SW30 

5 Silt Loam 

Lentils 20 Sandy Loam 

50 Silt Loam 

SW31 

5 Sandy Loam 

Lentils 20 Sandy Loam 

50 Silt Loam 

 


